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PABT f: INTRODUbTION . 

TIre Approach 

%is report selectively analyzes €oar dif fer'ent civil disturbances1 that occurred 
The cities involved, three in the midwest and bne in the south in the summer of 1969. 

central section of the United SCzzes, are all lnajor n;etropofitan centers with a sub- 
stantial nonwhite population. Some of these cities have experienced civil disorders 
in their recent past, others 'nave not. 
relate past events with those under examination in this analysis. Each disturbance 
is primarily analyzed as a separate case study of a contemporary incident, although 
some comparisons are made between them. 

- Rowever, no sysltematic attempt is made to 

The cases presented also represent, in one sense, a continuurnof seriousness from 
major to minor. Standard "ob jeetive" criteria for evalt-lating the seriousness of a 
civil disorder usually involves such matters as number of participants,duration of 
the dfsturbance, casualty counts, numbers and eypes of arrests, incidents of looting, 
amount of property damage, and the like (see Quarankeelli and Dynes, '1973). On the 
basis of such "objective" criteria nuneof our events could be classified as major, 
However, it is also possible to incorporate "subjective" criteria such as thepsrcep- 
elon of observers and participants, into a classifhcation scheme. This is what was 
done in our analysis. Thus, the disturbance consideredmajor in Case Study 1 vas not 
characterized, to any appreciableextent, by the massive looeings,extensive fires, and 
wholesale casualties descriptive of past disorders in Uatts, Detroit, or Newark (for 
general descriptions see t'neKernerReport, 1963). Neve_iatheless, as the largest civil 
disturbance in the city to that time, those involved defiiled the events Ln Case Study1 
as being of major proportions. On the other end of the continuum the disorderin Case 
Study 4 was perceived as minor. Case Studies 2 and 3 fell. samewhere in the middle on 
the basis of subjective criteria. 

A racial factor is involved is the disturbances reviewed. Each centered around 
a confrontation between black "ghetto" inhabitants and predominantly white-manned 
social control agencies such as the police and the NationalGuard. 
these events may differ in certain significant ways from other recent types of civil 
disturbances that bave appeared in thierican socie33y, notably campars disruptions or Vietman 
Var demonstrations. 

Because of tbls, 

The approach utilized in this study was- initially intended to be multi-dimension- 
That is, the report wts to have presented the varying perceptions and divergenr al. 

accounts of the disorders as seen from the perspective of khe traditionally white 
social control agencies, and from tne view of, a multiplicity of black organizations. 
Such an approach is not totally new. 
fruitfully used this approach in its study 6€ a riot in Richmond, California (Kapsis 
et al. 197Q). t'nlike many other case studies which atcempt to find "what really 
happemd" (L.e.? the one ''true'' account), Rapsis and his associates argue that a 
unidimensional approach conveys a false sense of authenticity by attempting to synthe- 
size divergent vers5ons of what happened during a civil disturbance. Furthermore, 
%he strain towards descriptive consistency inherent in the unidimensional approach 
destroys the very essence of a civil disturbance, which is a series of group conflict 
encounters. 

The Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence 
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However, we t3ere not able, as originally conceived, to replicate in part, the 
xapsis study. 
as that from the social control agencies, and shply of not: good enough quality for 
the intended purpose &.%such, ,.we had to forego a multi-dimensional approach Using 
the perspective sf black, 
This report, then, will prcsenr, a study of social control agencies, primarily police 
department perceptions. of. cgvil, disturbances, Furthermore; &Itbough we use the con- 
cept perception, .the perspective employed is organizaeional rather than socialpyscho- 
logical. 
tional perspectives. 2 

The data collected from the black organizations tgas not as Systematic 

well, as other groups involved in any of the disturbances. 

The descriptive accounts which follow 'are necessarily composite organiza- 

Data Sources - I 

In the field studhs assocj-ated direcrtiy or indlrectly with this research, a 

This report uses only selected 
considerable amount of data was collected from black and from white respondents and 
informants in a variety of agencies and groups. 
portions of the information gathered by the Disaster Research Center (DIE). None of 
the material collected from the black groups or mass media organizations, for example, 
was utilized either to develop the descriptions or make the analysis. 

There were three major sources of dara used for this report. 
1. In 1968 DRC had studied a number of public agencies in the four cities,as 

well as others, in an afrtegpt ,to gather baseline data on organizational and community 
expectations and plailning foi civil emergencies ,3 Data from this research was gathered 
some six to nine months prior to the outbreak of any of the dist=urbances we studied, 
In general, this data provides for this report, in some cases, previously held per- 
ceptions of Firhen and where racial hostilities would emerge , P'troub"Lesome'' people ant: 
groups within given cities, and projected techniques forsupp~essingcivllhostilitries. 

2. A series of tape recorded interviews, &aut 50 in nuikber, were obtained a 
few days to six weeks after the disorders. The bulk of these interviews uere with 
primarily high rankLng officials from the police and fire departinents4 of the affected 
city, county sheriff organizations and Naeional Guard units from their E-espectTve 
states. These intervieus were generally the prime sources used to develop thedescrip- 
tions of the four civil disturbances. 

3. In addition to interviews, various documents were obtained by DRC from the 
different social csntml azencies. Tbese documents included intraorganizationalmeIlem- 
oranda, after-action reports , arrest records, and plans and handbooks of operational 
procedures. 
data, but in the absence of adequate interviews (such as the absence of tape recorded 
interviews with police respondents in one city) had to be relied on more heavily than 
might !nave Seen desired. After-action reports, for example, are oriented toward the 
organization as a whole, and therefore, do not reveal the subleties and individual 
variation evident in interview transcripts, Additionally, after-actton reports as 
public documents tend to justify both the actions of subordinates to their superiors 
and the actions of the department as a whole to the citizens of a community. Still, 
.",he documentary data does include. informat$.on on the events obtainable from no other 
sources and in totality involves quantitatively more data than is usually available 
to researchers into civil dhsturbances. 

In general, such material was used as supplementary to the intervfew 

- 
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The Descriptive .and Analytical Framework 

The literature on disorders depLcts the dynamics of disturbances in a variety of 
ways, A typical framework used is that of singlins out some event or incident as a 
1 1  precipitating" factor. 
black brothers as the triggering event for the cd~oLe Waets disturbance in 1965; the 
Kerner (1968) and other reports typically point to the police raid on the "Blind 
pig" (i.e., an illegal after hours drfr;llri)ng place) as the crucial incident generating 
the Detroit racial riots of 1967. 

Thus, the McCone report (1945) singles out an arrest of two 

In our report we depart somewhat fro= this traditional view of the dynamics of 
collective violence, Be feel that such terminology and conceptualization renders an 
injustice to the collective dynamics involved. 
events merely _set: the stage for the possibility of a disturbance. They do not ipso - facto either hasten the occurrence of the disturbance, or draw out a disorder from 
some nebulous "grievance 5ank,*' as might be inferred from the somewhat chemical use 
of the word. 

It is our position that such kinds of 

.. 
We also feel that a refinercent of the concept of precipitating event into two 

distinct concepts -- mainly the setting event and keynoting behaviors -- Frill enhance 
the predictive utility of the conceptualization. The concept "precipitating event" 
does not adequately discriminate between those setting events which are followed by 
disturbances and those which are not, 
soon to be described in detail, which took place in Case Study 1. Police departnent 
records note at least four different incidents which occurred in the days prior to the 
outbreak of the disturbance which would ordinarily be termed "precipitating events. *' 
Yet none of the four incidents were ~ollowed by a disorder, at least as officially 
defined, and certainly nothing which was qualitatively similar to the disturbance 
which we shall analyze.-. 

Illustrative of this point: is the situation 

r; 

Because of observations of this kind of recurrent phenomena and other reasons, 
we feel more attention should be directed towards the properties of keynoting behavior. 
Keynoting, to use Turner and IEilPian's standard definiltion, means "the presentation bf 
a positive suggestion in an ambivalent frame of reference*' (1972:89). 
our data on keynoting in the incidents we studied do not allow us to approach, for 
example, a test ofthemultiple-nuclei m d e l  offered by Hundley (1969:485-486). But 
we will order some of our descriptive accounts using the concept of keynoting and we 
shall offer suggestions as EO the analytical usefulness of the concept. 

The limits of 

In each case study thae follows, t3e open with a brief, general description of the 
city aild some remarks on the character of the neighborhoods where the disturbances 
took place.6 These observations are followed by a discussion of the setting event 
and keynoting behaviors, and a descriptive chronology of the major events of the dis- 
turbance peroid. Next some comments are nade about: the termination of the disorders, 
including the general control strategy used. Each case study then concludes with a 
section noting the organizational perceptions of the opposing black participants and 
an evalrtation of the organization itself. 
gether some overall comments cutting across the four case studies, and a few remarks 
on the implication of OUT analysis for understanding disturbances. 

The last part of this report brings to- 
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Qur general but nonetheless restricted objective particularly needs to be kept 
We do aot attempt a synzhesis of different views. in mind in reading that follovrs. 

of various participants in a disturbance, the descriptive and anaiytical procedure 
typically followed in sociological accounts of this kbd of collective violence. Our 
goal instead is to present the alaost certainly partial and. selective, not to mention 
probably inconcistent perspective cf the social conera1 agencLes involved in these 
four disturbances. 
accounts, bue: it may be aearer to the situation as it was perceived by a major party 
to &he conflict, the social control ageacies, 

I 

v 

The emergent: picture may not be as neat and clear as in most 

, 



4: ' . 
P A W  11: CASE STUDY I . .  

Description and Background 

Ou-s Zirst: case study involves a miswestern city with a metropolitan area popula- 

The city is a major manufacturing center with tool and die, 
iion of around a million. 
central city population. 
industrial machinery, and electrical equipment industries being dominant. Banking, 
insurance, &olesale and retail distribution, government, and educational institu- 
tions are also significant 'employers. 
cent o€ the work force. 

The black residents are approximately one fifth of the 

WnFte collar occupations make up aboizt 50 per- 

The black population is concentrated in the central section of the city primarily 
on the east and south sides. The black areas as the city do not call forth the typi- 
cal stereotype of an urban ghetto with iarge decaying, closely packed tenements, 
garbage strewn streets, and the buildisrg S ~ O G ~ S  occupied by unemployed men, dirty 
children, and sodden winos. 
trees are the rule. The black occupied areas are among the oldest in the city, houses 
are closely pressed together, boarded UF store fronts are evident, small evangelistic 
churches are as common as neighborhood taverns but, on the whole, conditions in these 
neighborhoods are probably not any worse than those found in the student occupied 
university district or in other areas where Appalachian whites are dominant:. 

Two story s-lngle family dwellings with small lawns and 

The disorder took ?lace in the east side black neighborhood. The disturbance 
was focused at a major intersection on a city Choroughfare approximately 20 blocks 
from the city center. Bowever, before Ctetctiling the chronology of this disturbance 
we  ill note- the respondents' varying perceptions of the background or setting of t 
disturbance. 
Chese perceptions, their articulation, and the proximity of the respondent to the 
area. 
same organization. 
the distukbance area as disadvanteged and therefore, potentially explosive. 
same tine another National Guard officer saw the setting in terms of black revolu- 
tionaries teaching black youngsters '"to hate rihites," particularly the police as the 

and teaching them that anything they can do to whites such as stoning their 
cars, is for the "good of humanity:" 

A local safety official: held a middle view seeirng the communi& as ''boiling, all 

Considerable variation occurs in terms of the degree of specificity of 

Perceptions somethes also .vary greatly between different respondents in the 

At the 
Thus, we have .one high ranking tktional Guard officer describing ' 

the time boiling," with some ,people just looking for an excuse to "start things." 
However', he felt that if a 15-02 occurred it would be instigated> by outsiders rather 
than by the lacal citizenry. A somewhat: simiZar view of the &a's black rssidents 
as being rather content was expressed by a white fire department officer with-15 
years of experience working in the strife-torn area and who felt he knew the people. 
He sa&d, "'1 was of the feeling that our problenz vas over. Two years ago L-the resi- 
dentz/ became more friendly . . .I didn't think they wculd stone us, I didn't think 
they'd throw bottles, I dFdn'.t think they'd fire b m b  irs, because I felt that we had 
a better relation azld understading." 

Official police after-actioa repmts regzrdeii the entire curfew area as a rough 
One report gave a detailed stathstical crime' and arrest profile of the area, one. 
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describing It in terms of having dhproportionately high crime rates campared to the 
remainder of the city. 
as ?'a source of police problems for some time." 
Zings, prDstitutian, gambling, narcotics, vandalism, and the "fencing" of stolen 
property. 
Indeed, it was not unconrmon for youngsters aged 12 to 17 year6 to gather in aggregates 
of 150 to 200 at a roller skzting rink on the corner and hurl rocks, bottles, and 
verbal abuse at passing motorists during the evening hours-. 

In marked contrast to the above characterization were the perceptions of a black 

Another report cited the corner where ehe disorders erupted 
These problems included robbery, mug- 

"Rock throwing is encouraged by the young adults who frequent the corner," 

Eire department respondent and.resident of the riot area. 
ground in terms of residents' resentment of real or: percevied exploitation'by area 
merchants. 
this exploitation and viewed the rL5t as an attemp$ to "get even" with the merchants ' 
and as the only way those who felt exploited kxew how to €ight back. 

%e described the back- 

He cited the frustration experienced by residents in trying to alleviate 

'In summary, we note that some respondents perceived the setting as relatively 
calm while others saw it as boiling either with grievances or with the activities of 
revolutionaries. Some saw the potential rioters as exploitive thugs while another saw 
them as exploited tbemselves with an accompanying frustratgon that Led to aggressive 
attempts to administer justice t k i r  own way. 
shared by the respondents was the agreement .that the specific corner qhere the dis- 
turbance broke out was, indeed, a volatile trouble spot which had experienced prior 
minor disruptions. 

I 

The major and, perhaps, only perceptfon' 

~ 

The Setting Event and Keynoting Behavior 

The questton of what was defined as the setting and it was d&ined is our 
next topic of d%scussion. 
that of those respondents who addressed themsfeves to this question, all agreed that 
the setting event was a shooting incident. Some -respondents elaborated on this to 
indicate that the victim was a black male, the assailant a white neighborhood busi- 
nessman, an8 the victim was killed. A black Eire official provided more detailindi- 
cating the background oE.an argument which led eo the shooting. 
businessman, who operated a dry cleaning establishment, objected to the small neigh- 
borhood children tramping ~ O W R  the grasa as they played in his back yard, the 'only 
available play area they had apart Erom the streets and alleys. The merckmt alleg- 
edly spread broken glass around his back yard so that the children would cut them- 
selves and be forbidden, by their parents, to continue piaying there. 
Sorhcod adults were reported to have protested this condition to the businessman who 
failed to take corrective action. The neighborhood was also supposedly incensed not 
only by these actiona but by his attitudes. 
disapproved of white andablack children playing there together. 
a racial thing." 
pulled a gun and shot the victim three times. 

Here we have a "lowest comoa denominator," w M c h  is tosay 

According to him, the 

: ' 

Other neigh- 

1% v7as reported that the businessman 
"It was distinctly 

The victim came to protest the proprietor's actions and the latter 

ThLs theme of legitimate grievarrces contrasted sharply wFth the perception of a 

T def-initelp believe you have subversive elements 
white fire offbeta1 who saw the shoorEng *as merely an excuse used by subversive ele- 
ments to arouse the neighborhood. 
in every end of town," he added. 
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An official police report gave mora detail.,<;This report indicated that the victim 
was 27 years old with ghe assailant 67 yeazs.o$ age, "Furthermore, the shooting 
occurred shortly after noon on'a Monday in,rhe:€ron@ aoorway of the cleaners. In 
addition the police report can be Interpr,eted as expressing the neighborhood feud 
from the assailant's point of view indicating that he %ad prior trouble" with the 
victim. But even more important, the police reported that the suspect was trans- 
ported unhandcuffed in an air conditioned police ambulance cruiser to police head- 
quarters where he was charged with second degree murder with bond set at $25,000. 

Keynotine, behaviors W C X ~  perceived in various ways by different respondents. 
only one respondent indicated that there had been any stone throwing on the part of 
the people who had gathered at the scene of the shooting. A fire official statedthat 
a fire was started about one half block from the cleaning establishment shortly after 
the shooting. 
about the shooting but he did noz: indicate how this accord was reached nor whar lines - r 

of action were advocated. 
harangued the crowd urging them to tear the town apart and to burn the cleaning 
establishment. " 

He said that the group that had gathered resolved to 9 something 
, 

The police reported that 'bale and female agltators 

This then is the background agdinst which the event developed. We now turn toa 
chronology of the disturbance. 
social control agencies involved. 

Again the perspective is primarily from that of the 

Chronology of Events 

To brief-ly recapitulate, we note that a black man was shot three times shortly 
after noon on a summer Monday by a white businessman in the doorway of the latter's 
dry cleaning establishment, in a predominently black neighborhood. Police arrived 
on the scene by 12:lO pm and a crowd gathered. The victim was taken to a nearby . 

hospital where he was pronounced dead-on-arrival. 
police'headquarters in a manner which was deemed by some crowd members to constitute 
"preferred treataent," i.e*, air conditioning and unhandcuffed, 

The assailant was transported to 

Although a large number of people including some acting in a rather excited 
manner had gathered at the scene, by 1:30 pm most of them had Seen dispersed into 
smaller groups. Police intelligence personnel remained in the area in unmarked cars 
to observe the clusters of people. "Agitation" and rumor were seen by police as 
heightening tension and as representing "the major riot ignitlon factors, particular- 
ly in their effect on those in, the 9 to 16 age bracket." 
eircuiated to the affect thae the assailant had also kicked the victim following 
the shooting and stories surfaced to the effect that bLack miliCaats were coming froin 
several nearby major cities to particZpate in the rioting.. Businessmen, both in the 
area and in other sections of the city, reported receiving anonymous telephone calls 
that they would be targets for fire bombing. 

Allegations were 

At this point we may observe why the setting event and keynotfng behaviors were 
seen by our social control respondents as escalatiag into something more than just 
these events themselves. Again, a mhite fire official attri'oured responsibility to 

an incident to get these people (the subversives) to come forth and to kry to stir, 
subversive elements," saying: "There isn't any doubt about it . . .all it needs is 11 
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and if they got a background of peooie to Saqk.them.up and give them support . . . 
it will. cause an incident. '' A high ranking NatLonal Guard officer concurred while 
also citing opportunism. He said that pedjl& "will take advantage of any opportunity 
to loot, burn, to steal or fall in, and this is hots it gets out of hand." He said 
that someone did "stir them up." 

The black fire official, however, put more emphasis on structural conduciveness, 
to uFe Srnelser's term (1963: 240), especially the ease of communication among the 
aggrieved. This communicative ease resulted in rapid expansion of the crowd and a 
decision to do something about: the injustice. He qualified his remarks with the 
opinion that escalation will not occur unless there is a background to the case. The 
implication is that the knowledge of this history must be shared within the collec- 
tive memory of the aggrieved community. 

For about: 45 minutes, it appears that relative calm prevailed,withsocial con- 
trol personnel noting no untoward activtties, at least of an overt nature. 
at 2:45 pm a police captain reported a "little problem" in the area, with indica- 
tions that a bigger diseurbance w u l d  develop later._ 
and three other police cruisers arrived at the crucial corner where the shooting had 
taken place and found about 100 persons throwing< rocks and bottles with another 200 
to 500 onlookers lending encouragement. One black boy was arrested for failing to 
comply with an order to depart, allegedly he vas blocking the sidewalk. 
male community leader and member of the Mayor's Human Relations Committee objected 
to the arrest and suggested that tension might be relieved if the lad were returned 
to his mother and permitted iio return home with her. The police captain and his 
lieutenant conferred, agreed, radioed to have the boy rerurned ta the scene, and 
turned him over to his mother. The tactic was successful and the crowd dispersed. 

However, 

At: about: 3:30 pm the captain 

An adult 

During this same incident a member of the Mayor's Cormunity Relations Committee, 
who was also a clergyman, circulated amang all the bars in the area with the lieu- 
tenant. They received promi&~s from the bar owners that they would cooperate with 
the pol'ice in trying to cool the people's tempers, even to the point of closing 53 
necessary. 

Abcut 4:QO pm a police confarence was'held in the parking lot of a nearby state 

They discussed the general situation and the likelihood of fur- 
agency. 
and two sergeants. 
ther trouble. 

Included were the aforementioned captain and lieutenant, the Safety Director, 

Ardund 4:30 pm the off-duty assistant fire chief was notified of the general 
situation by telephone and asked to aeet gith the Safety Director. 
fire station in the neighborhood was abandoned due to "unruly crowds roaming about 
the area." The men and apparatus moved tc a safer location. 

At 4:39 pm a 

Another police report noted that at 4:20 pm small groups of boys (aged 3 to 16 
years) were observed throwing rocks and bottles at passing motorists. "They would 
dart out from between buildings and throw several mlsslec before running to hide. 
Considerable damage was inflicted . . .'I However, it was not clear whether this was 
8 separate incidenr,ar merely a discrepancy in time. Either way, by 4.55 pm thearea 
was quiet: as six- to twelve foot patrolmen watched the srea. 

a 
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Again a lull developed in the activity Of the various m a l l  dusters of persons 
The police attempted to maintain a normal traffic pat- 

However, while some officials believed that the situation had been brought 
standing around the streets. 
tern. 
under control, other emergency organizations vere preparing for further trouble. 

Near 6:OO pm'tple SaSety Director briefed the Assistant Fire Chief on the situa- 
A'poTice guard tion and indicated that he wanted the abandoned Fire station manned. 

was provided and the engine company returned- to. their .post at 6: 35pm. 
Director himself following his usual procedure €or that day of the week went to the 
regular city council zaeethg, 

The Safety 

Slightly earlier, between 5:OO pm and 6:30 pm a crowd of 50 to 75 people formed 
on the sidewalk outside a bar near the critical comer. The crowd swelled as people 
parked their cars on side streets and walked back to the bar. There a high ranking 
staff member of the Cornunity Relacions Commission was engaged in an arguement with 
police. 
ehe police of attempting to provoke an Fnc-ident. 
to him tIieir vfew OR people garherfng in'the area at that time and invited him go 
for a ride in a cruiser to discuss the probl'em. 
the lieutenant 10 minutes later at the state agency parking lot to discuss the matter. 
The Community Relations Committee member was then given an opportunity to try to 
disperse the crowd but failed Ln his effort. 

He said that: there was no reason for the-crowd having to move on and accused 
The police said that they explained 

He refused but agreed to meet with 

-. 
According to the police report the lieutenant: went to the meeting glace waited 

20 minutes, and was "forced to leave" before the Cornunity Relations Commieteeman 
arrived. He returned trs the parking lot at 7:OO pm and vas informed that 
munity Relations man had been them and had refused,an offer to have the lieutenant 
recalled "because he had to go to Hunch." 

Com- 

By 7:15 pm the crowd at the bar was estlmated at 100 and growhg. 'IThis group 

The lieu- 
started to move toward eig& police officers who were involved in chasing others. . . 
The crowds' mood was described as ugly by police officers at the scene." 
tenant returned to the scene at 7:2Q pm and found several hundred people tkrrowbg 
rocks and bottles at police officers and passing cars, 
requested. 

~ 

Police reinforcements were 

The police report conrinued: 'Within a matter of a couple of minutes approxi- 
mately 1,500 people were throwing bottles and rocks at the officers and passing cars." 
By this time there were probably 2,000 or more onlookers and supporters of the crowd. 
The dry cleaning establishirient was fire bombed and at 7:34 pm a fire depariment corn- 
pany was dhpatched to the blaze. 
a nearby printing company, which along with the dry cleaners, had been tfireatened 
wZth arson earlier in the day. 
with rocks and bottles. According to a fire. official who had responded to the alarm, 
the fire department company was at the fire site and among the crowd while the polfce 
 ere still mobilizing down the street. 
ing right among them. I think they figured we were probably afraid of them and we 
didn't s3aw much fear. 
intensive barrage the respondent reported that he went: to request police protection 
€or his men from nearby police units. 

At 7:55 pm smoke was observed in the vicinity of 

Ptremen responding to the fires c7ere heavily pelted 

'We came right: in on them . . .and I was ~7alk- 
I think they didn't kno?? how to react." After 5 minutes of 
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At 7355 pm the Riot Proclamation was read to the ''mob'' aad the crowd was ordered 

Just; prior to this, at 7:30 pm, the Assist- 
to disperse. 
involved calling to duty the next shift. 
ant Adjutant General of the Mational Guard received a telephone call from the Gover- 
nor's Administrative Aide who had in turn been called by the city Saeety Director. 
This series of caLls alerted the National Guard to the possibility of their being 
needed in the cifiy. 

Phase I of the police riot plan was activated. This action primarily 

The crowd increased in size and by 8:OO or 8:45 pm (police reports are incon- 
sistent) was described as occupying both sides of the street for a distance of about 
nine short blocks. 
to the scene to help disperse the crowd. More tear gas was requested at 8:30 pm-. 
Attempts to scatter the crowd met with minimal success. 
was invoked by the Safety Director and arrests were to be made for its violation. At 
5:50 prn the police department: OP an adjacent suburb closed off the street to traffic 
at their boundary with the affected city upon request: from the affected city's police 
department. \ 

reported just before nine o'clock. 
store windows being broken nearby. 
9:04 pm, the second phase of the police riot plan was activated. 
police reports leave the question unanswered as to whether this activation occurred 
before or in response to rfme lootbg. This phase involved calling to duty the last 
relieved shift. 

At 8:17 pmthe aforementioned police lieutenant ordered tear gas 

Around this time a curfew 

The first buglary and llootiirg which was a€ 8 drugstore, in the riot area was 
This was followed at: 9:02 pmby further reports of 
Sometime during this perood, between 8:56 pm and 

Inconsistencies in 

Piore looting and four more fire bombings, including one of a fire department car, 
by 9:25 pm made it apparent to fire officials that: greater precautions would be re- 
quired to provide protection fox firemen. Thus, the fire department also escalated 
its response according to prLor plans and went into a task force formation. 
task forces each composed of two ernghe companies, one ladder company, and one bat- 
talion chief went into operation shortly thereafter. 
was called in, and while two more task forces were later assembled, they were notused. 

Four 

At 9:40 pm an off-duty shift 

At, 9:40 pm .the fPrst sniper shot was recorded and nore looting, window breaking, 

This involved rtha automatic cancellation of leaves, vacations, and days- 
and fire-bombing occurred. At EO:OO pm phage TXL of the police riot plan was opera- 
tionaliaed. 
off, initiatfon of a system of two 12-hour shifts, and a request for assistance Erom 
cFvi,l and military agancies, including the activation of the Guard. Also, the sale 
of liquor was suspended in the county. 

Several fsctors were behlnd the decision tu activate the National Guard, First, 
' the police decided that they would nor withdraw and attempt to let the community 

They felt that such a withdrawal would constitute leaders "cool" tho situation. 
abdicacion of responsibility and delegation of authority. 
serious misgivings about the efficacy of counter-rioters. Feeling that their alter- 
natives had thus been restricted, the police department justiffed its actions in the 
following manner: 
and protect lives and property in the afZccted areas once it became evident thae the 
technique of negotiation and persuasion were not having the desired effect." 

Secondly, the police had 

"The appropriate city officials made the decision to restore order 
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A high ranking Natioxal Guard officer provided the following comments on the 
decision to call out the Guard. Hcnsted that: the Public Saftey Division in the 
city: 
underway, at that point, would be the development of something larger than that 
which the police could handle. .. . 
it was evident that the number of police available for duty were inadequate to cope 
with the problem as it was developing at that time.. . . The policy of this state is 
to try to head off the major problems ratker than deal with them after they're fully 
blown and fully developed." He stressed that the police manpcwer and equipment 
capabilities rather.thar. the prevalence of specific types of activities were the 
dominant consideration in assessing the seriousness and potential of the disturbance. 

"were really worried and concerned and felt that the disturbance that was 

The decision to mobilize the Guard was made after 

Official logs s h o ~ ~ t h a t  durfng the next four hours, from 9:40 pm to l:40 am, 
the fire department resposlded to twelve, four, seven, and six fires in each respec- 
tive hour. 
shortly before 11:OO pm during which time they averaged approximately one run every 
five minutes. A total lull of about 55 minutes occurred, after which the fire calls 
again increased to an average of one every 9 minuees in the period extending from 
just before midnight to just after 2:OO am. 

Their busiest period extended from a few minutes before 8:OO pm to 

A police report indicated that the use of tear gas had been fairly effective 
in dispersing the large crot~d into smaller groupings, 
observed was the utilization of hit-and-run tactics by small groups fire bombing and 
destroying property, 
the situation. 

The main behavioral pattern 

The police mobilized into four-man mobile units to cope with 

A temporary police field cornand post: WZ~S set up earlier at the crucial corner 
and zobile units were dispatched from there to areas where lootings were being report- 
ed. By now the Emergency Operations Coordinating Center (Em) established several 
hours before at police 'headquarters contained liaison personnel from the following 
organizations: Federal Bureau of Investigation, National. Guard, police, fire, Civil 
Defense, city attorney, mayor's office, recreation department, division 02 water, 
telephone, gas, and electric utilities, a local Air Force installation and mass znedia 
groups. 
policy decisions and coordination being handled at the downtown EOC. 

In general, field decisions were made at the field command post, with overall. 

Sometime between 10:30 pm and 10:55 pm the police field command post was hit by 
A civiltan was shot through the neck and killed. sniper fire from a nearby rooftop. 

He was an active member of the police department's Criine Watch Program and was 
apparently in the area to assist police. 
was carrying a ligbted flare at the time. The police field command post was irnmedi- 
ately relocated in the parking lot. af anQther state agency nezrer the fringe of the 
affected area. Glass bzeaking, bottle throwing, and fire boinbing continued to elicit 
the same police and fire response. 

One respondelit reported that the victim 

Between 2:OQ am and 2:30 am Tuesday, the National Guard began deployment in the 
affected area. (1) to protect vulnerable 
installations (e.g. water supplies, transfer stations, erc.); (2) to protect the 
firemen; (3) to conduct rovsng patrols; and (4) to prepare a reserve nobile Strike 

The mission of the Guard was four-foid: 

L 
, I  

. .  "2 
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force. 
fire house. 
tigo guarded the empty firehouse. 
Guarcismrr. 
the police possessed a thorough knowledge of the city and had the power of arrest) to 
form a patrol unit, 
locatLon available for rapid deployment to any "crisis" location. 
of the Guard the remaining violence was quickly brought under control for the night. 

The police reported that "rumors continued to build during the marning hours of 

The fire protection teams consisted Qf ten men assigned to each threatened 
Three Guardsmen rode the fire apparatus, five followed the trucks, and 

'he roving patrol units consisted bf 25 ceams of two 
Each team wds assigned ~7ith at least one city police officer (since only 

The National Guard mobile strike force stood hy at a central 
With the arrival 

impending trouble from outside influence. 
telephone that their places would be burned the following night." 
area was totally quiet. 

Businessmen received threats over the 
By daybreak the 

At lO:15 am Tuesday, a crowd again gathered in the affected area.- Looting CQE- 
menced 20 minutes later. Two fires occurred just before 1:OO pm and small groups 
gathered at several more locations between 1:OO pm and 3:OO pm. 
that: a chache of 16 Holotov Cocktails was discovered in a dotilntoan paking lot at 
1:35 pm. 

A report indicates 

At 6:OO pm the suspension of liquor sales for the duration of the night: went 
into effect. Half an hour later a 12-hour curfew was initiated. The remainder of 
the night; vas relatively quiet. % Notable incidents included a few crowd gatherings 
(including. some in other black areas of the city), several sets of arrests, two 
unfounded reports of expLosions including one at City Hall, at least seven fires 
including some ka other black areas, at least gwc OX three unsuccessful fire-bombing 
incidents, and ~ V J O  reports .of sniper ?ire of which one or both were unfounded. In 
addition, stories continues to circulate that black militants were coming to renew 
the rioting. 

On Wednesday afternoon another small cache of 12 Molotov Cocktails were found 

Later in the aSternoon k n o m  
outside the previous disturbance area. 
that it wa5 in ef fect only from 11: 00 pm to 6: 30 am. 
members of the Students for a Democratic Society (3DS) passed out: mimeographed leaf- 
lets downtown urgingcitizens to rise up and assist the Black Power movement in the 
city. 
leaflairs. Three persons were arrested. and charged with Inciting to Riot. 
SDS associates b7ere charged with the same offence but fled the city. Six days prior 
to the disturbance a police report indicated that 25 SDS members had arrFved in the 
city. The report also cited the spray painting of five schools, the distribution of 
SDS literature at high schooLs, and a lecture at a high school on the use of weapons 
with references made to "killing, pigs" as SDS activities. 

The curfew was modified by the Hayor such 

A raid of the SDS headquarters that evening. turned up a rifle and 1,500 printed 
Five other 

The first fire-bombing of the night was reported at l0:Ol pm. Eleven more fires 
or fire-bombings occurred between then and 4:45 am Thursday. 
reported at 10:30 pm Wednesday slightly mrtheast of the original riot area and rock 
throwing was reported in the original area at 4:45 am. 
night encompassed a larger area with violent activities reaching further into the 

One large crowd was 

Thus, the disturbance that: 

night. 
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On Thursday affernoon and evening, stories were still circulating and calls were 
being received that fire-bcnbing ~ m u l d  erupt that evening in several scattered areas 
of the city. 
indicated only 8 fires, 2 1arge.crowd gatherings, and one case of window breaking. 
Some units of the National Guard were wi,thdrawn from the affected area. 

However, violent activities were again minimal as the police record 

On Friday, a great number of people gathered in the original riot area but were 
easily dispersed. All things considered, the areawas near normal. A number of 
calls were still received to the effect that as the National Guard withdrew, the 
riot would be renewed. Nevertheless, the Guard completed its withdrawal without 
ina jor hndicent . 

On Saturday isolzted incidents of jqvenfles stoning cars were reported during 
This, however, t~as not an unusual activity for the the morning and evening hours, 

affected area. 
On Sunday a31 police personnel returned to their usual tours of duty.. 

M e  can fnfer that- the situation had essentially returned to normal. 

A qzatistical summary of the riot shows That two persons were killed, 34 psr- 
sons injured (none were social control personnel), and approximately 75 locations 
were damaged. 
groups prepatosy to lootlng attempts, 'I In addition, ttr&ty police vehicles were 
damaged at a cost of about $30,000. 
the fire departments during a four day period of which twenty were considered fire- 
bombings. . 

"The bulk of the damage appeared t~ be bmken windows caused by small 

Fifty-three fire alarms responded to by 

Arrest records indicat 388 adults (86 percent black, 14 percent white) were 
arrested for offenses direc Thirty-two arrestees were b3,ack 
females; eleven were white females. A total of 122 arrestees had a prior record with 
the local police. Qf these 58 "had previous encounters with police for riot related 
offenses . . = ," the term not related being a rather broad ranged definition used 
by the police. 
records for *'riot related" offenses There were sewen registered complaints of 
police brutality.. 
of€icial reports, but off-the-record interview comments by high police officers 
indicate that at least probably four shots were fired by city policemen. 

y related to the riot. 

A total of 108 juvenile arrests were made of t.rhom 63 had previous 

Eo shots were Eired by law enforcement agents according to 

Termination of the Disturbance 

Police and fire department personnel had divergent views an v3hen the distur- 
bance cane to an end. Whereas the fire department, in both interviews and after- 
action reports, describes the riot a6 Lasting from Monday to Tuesday, corresponding 
bources in the police defined the disturbance as a five to six day event. 
it was not: until the seventh day that all police personnel returned to their normal 
tours of duty. The fire department reported operating "almost: normally" during the 
remainder of the first week though they were on alerc and did experience sporadicl 
f ire-bombing. 

Indeed, 



What was seen as bringing ehe disturbance Eo an end? Views on this varied. ~t 
is si~iffcantthat.none-o€ our. respqndents speci-fic,ally mentioned any actions of the 
Community 3elations Commission as a facror contributing-to the Einal quelling of the 
riot. 
Guard, e.g. "handling force with superior force," calling in the third shift, fast 
mobilization of the Guard, detailed advance planning. However, one Eire official 
did stress that, "The good people in the area were themselves quelling the hate- 
brained people . . ," He felt that the "responsible citizens" must have reasoned 
with the others, tellipg the latter that the fire department would soon refuse to 
fight fires, thereby endangering the entire neighborhood. 
more references to cooperarive citizens in the area by our fire department sources 
than by those in the police department. 

Instead, it was attributed to the. various actions.of the police and National 

There are in fact far 

. A National Guard spokesman credited the "immediate total committment" of the 
local police force with scattering the "ring leaders" and thereby breaking up the 
riot. He also said that the show of force and readiness of the Guard acted as a 
pawerful deterrent. 
majority oE.the residents in the affected area. 

Another Guard official cited the cooperation of the great 

The police report itself stresses chree major factors as being instrumental in 
bringing the riot to an end. These were: (1) the early imposition of a curfew with 
a penalty of a $1,000 fine, one year in jail, or both; (2) the restraint: shown bythe 
local news media in their reporting of the events;' and (3) the suspension of thesale 
of liquor, firearms, and gasoline. Elsewhere the report praised the professional 
deportment Q€ the National Guard. And finally, the report credited the use of street 
cleaning equipment with making a major contribution to the return to normalcy. 
is, cleaning the streets deprived the activists of debris for throwing and demon- 
shrated that there was no.break in the continuity of essential services. This 
appears to be a conscious attempt on the part of the police department to impose 
elneir definition of the situation (the definition being that the area had returned 
to normalcy) by means of the self-fulfilling prophecy mechanism. 

That 

Brooks, Dynes and Quarantelli (9972) in an analysis of eighteen major police 
departments around the country regarding organizat5onaf preparation and civil dis- 
turbances, discerned two basic strategies of social control -- &ow-of-force and 
containisene. 
mitting a maximum number of men'and equipment to the situation in a minimum amountof 
time. Such an approach suggests notions of crushingtheopposition. Thecontainment 
strategy, on the other hand, retains some aspects of the show-of-force approach in 
that it seals off the disturbance area, retains the use of curfews, Liquir bans,and 
ehe like. It differs, howeverg in that irs arrest techniques are selective rather 
than wholesale, physical fcrce is utilized only as a last resort, and neighborhood 
citizens are often utilized in helping quell the disorder. 

Historically, the show-of-force strategy has had a basic goal of com- 

Two major features in the process of social control starid out in this distur- 
bance. social-'control personnel were quickly mobilized and deployed at the 
disturbance scene. Police reports indicated that riotous activity reached intense 
proportions by 7:20 prn on the opening day of the disturbance. 
first phase of the riot plan took place within eight hours of the disturbance'sbirth 
and within forty minutes of the first big outbreak of disorderly activity. 
of the police riot plan was activated around 9:OO pm and Phase 1x1 at 10:-00 pm. 
Within three hours of the first intensive burst of the disturbance, social control 

First 

Activation of the 

Phase11 
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forces were fully mobilized. Though chis mobilization did not imediaCe'ly put 'large 
numbers of men on the street-, deployment of social coxrtrol. perconnel was relatively 
rapid. 
but steady increase in their manpower. 
plished within a few short hours. 

The step by step activation of the police riot plan resulted in a gradual 
This increase, though gradual, was accom- 

Though this period of mobilization and deployment was not as rapid as has been 
found in other disturbances, (e.g. Case Study 3 in this report), it does sppear more 
rapid than the average, especially with reference to-some earlier major disorders 
such as Newark, Detriot, and Watts (Kerner et al., 1968). Our interest in this time 
variable sterns from an ullderlying assumption in the show-of-force strategy. This 
assumption tends to hold that crowd violence is best controlled and subaued by the' 
rapid presence of a great amount of force. In this particular case, not only was 
the mobilization and deployment period Qf short duration, the force variable was 
appreciable. 
virtually complete complement of city police personnel, numbering some 800. 
the 12-hour shift system pue approximately half of this manpower on the streets at 
any given time. In addition, support for these social control agencies was supplied 
by the county sheriff's department, the state patrol, and fire department to mention 
but a f ew.t 

Approximately 200'National Guardsmen were on duty, in addition to the 
Use of 

A second salient point in the strategy of bandling this disturbance was thecon- 
sistent refusal by social control officials to use counter-rioters to cool of€ the 
situation. Social control officials viecied this process as an abdication of their 
authority. We make mention of this point only because the use of counter-rioters 
tends to reflect zcontrol strategyariented towardcontainmenr.rather thanshow-of-force. 

The conunitzment to a quick mobilization of Sozce, the rejection of the use of 
counter-rioters, and the street tactics already discussed in our desertptive chronol- 
ogy bespeak a police strategy oriented toward "show-of-force. 'I 
pondents from social control agencies also tended to emphasize show-of- force vari- 
ables. 
police and National, Guard (e.g.$ "handling force with superior force," calling in 
the third shift, East nobilization of the Guard, detailed advance planning, and the 
"immediate tote1 committment" of the local police force). 
and readiness of the police and National Guard wera viewed as a powerful deterrent 
to continued disorderly activity. 

Furthermore , rek- 

Termination of the riot was usually attributed to various actions of the 

Finally, the show-of-force 

Social Control Perceptions of Black Participants. 

With the previous detailed chronology of the disturbance as background, rue now 
narrow OW focus to-an exauination of the perceptions held by social control agents 
of the.black participants in the disturbance. Several dimensions will be examined. 
The first dimension concerns whom (arrd how many) were perceived by social control 
groups as being the "major participants" in the disturbance and thenature of the 
role seen as being played by those participants, 

An official police reporr distinguished three non-mutually exclusive types 05 
riot roles. These were LabeLed the "agitator, 'I the "initiator, I' and the "sustaFner. ' 



These roles t7ere not visualized as being organized. That is, the police despite 
some public statements to the contrary, did not'believe that the disturbance had 
been organized, planned, or in any sense had been consciously plotted by any group 
either within the local community or from outside. 

Agitators were defined in the usual sens'e, in terms of using emotion charged 
exhortations to direct violent actions, They were said to move about rapidly, stay- 
ing in large crowds into which they could disappear upon police arrival. The initi- - ators were described in the police report as 8 cohort of 9 to 16 year olds and as 
"fertile ground €or the agitators." 
streets in groups, hurling bricks, stones, and bottles at police and firemen, auto- 
mobiles, business establishments. The sustainers, according to police perceptions , 
"are those who, after the riot is going, attempt to sustain and exploit the chaos 
for a varieky of reasons." Thus, rhe police recognize a heterogeqeity of motives. 
They also recognize that in addition to the three types outlined above, there were 
other blacks5 who attempted to prevent the violence. 

Their activities consisted of roaming the 

Within the fire department the major participants on the black "side" were seen 

lack participants as "3 smdP group of young people 
as children. One respondent saw them as 15 to 22 years old "just wanting trouble." 
Another characterized the major 
in their twenties or SO." The first f3re official mentioned here also observed and 
identified three roles. 
sponding to the police "agitators"). The second sole was that of the "bystander," 
or audience member who applauds and lends support ti5 the actions of the activists. 
And thirdly, he identified the "arsonists" whom he felt performed their actions in- 
secret. This respondent saw riot dynamics in almost theatrical terms as evidence? 
by his statement that rioters "will extend themselves to great limits to have some- 
one (the bystanders) applaud them. '' 

The first was played by the "subversive element'' (corre- 

A high ranking National Guard respondent also emphasized the role played by 
children. 
He felt that they were often from other cities and sat7 the situation as an oppor- 
'tunity to get something for nothing. 

He saw looters as being in a late-teens to early twenties age category, 

' ,  

Another dimension studied was the evaluation of black groups especially mili- 
In general it may be said that the fire department respondents seeme& to tants. 

hold a less harsh evaluation of the actions of the black groups than did other 
SOUKC~S. 
a power struggle betmeen militants and revolutionaries on one hand, and the city 
adninlstration on the other hand, whereas the fire department tended to see the 
events as the actions of "devil-may-care" children encouraged by a. few outside sub- 
versives. I 

One National Guard respondent tended to see the riot: somewhat in terms of 

The fire departrnent felt that the harassment: it received was sporadic, uncon- 
certea and uncoordinated. (Our black fire department respondent characterized the 
harassinent as "token," in that the rioters could have done a lot more than they did.) 
References were made by fire department sources to "hair brained children, I' "young- 
sters just doing things for a lark, '' ''a. bit of devilment, '' "I don't think they are 
capable of understanding or realizing what the ramifications of their acts are," 
"justl for kicks,'' and "the majority of the people in the area are good people." 

-. 
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Another fire respondent wzs ambivalent as indicated by his remark that, "a lot of 
then were in sympathy with us; they hated what was happening," but "deep dawn inside 
felt this was going to do then some good. They weren't going to bend over backwards 
to suppress anything." 
groups did not play much of a role in the disturbance. 
opinzon that the young in general, both black and white, are chrrracterized by a free- 
floating militancy. Although fire department respondents, at the time of the inter- 
views, tended to accept-the preliminary police findings of no crowd organization, a 
few were still leery of the role possibly played by "subversives." One respondent 
"speculated" that the supper time lull in Pionday's activities might have been due to 
some participants taking tine out to create "some 'lietle seislblance oforganization." 

Related to this was a similar ambivalance expressed in a National Guard offic- 
ial's statement that,. W e  don't necessarily consider that it must be an insurrection. 
But we certainly feel that there were elements involved that may have this as their 
purpose." That lack of unanimity is' just 3s pssible within the top echelons of an 
organization as elsewhere is illustrated by statements of ~ W Q  other high ranking 
Guard officers. One used the rather neutral term "demonstrators" in referring to a 
Tuesday night crowd. 
civll rights issues being presented in conjunction with and as justification for the 
riot and went on to describe how the "militarits and revolutionaries were bent on 
shoving that the administration can't control the situation, that the militants are 
in control, and what they say is going to be law." 

~ 

Our black respondent felt: that the established militant 
Instead-, he expressed the 

In contrase, anothertofficial pointed to a perceived lack of 

The official police report seemed to share the above feeling concerning civil 
rights issues as suggested by the statement: 
be that the majority of those who actively participated in the rioting were motivat- 
ed more 5y personal aggrandizement and raising hell than by neighborhood improvement." 
In a way, this is also similar to some fire department statements. That is, "rais- 
ing hell'$ may possibly be equated with "just for kicks" altrhough the police depart- 
ment report leaves the overall feeling of a more negative view of black participants 
than does rhe fire department report. 

"The evidence at this time appears to 

Vitlz regard to the interpretation of the riot as the "culmination of legitimate 
grievances," the police reporz stated, "Whether this is true 01 not, is a matter for 
the experts to decide." A better indication of the police evaluation of the black 
groups involved is contained in the following statement: 
responsible citizens was high for the police . . .the thugs and rabble had lost the 
battle and were resorting to ruinor as a final defiant gesture." 

"Praise from the area's 

Social Control Perception of Their Own Organizations 

Fire department respondents vere emphatic in reiterating that their sole func- 
tion is to fight fires rather than become involved in crowd control, etc. However, 
another fire official stated that as soon as his nen came under bodily attack from 
the crowd, he felt justified in pulling otzt and lettLng the fires burn. This res- 
pondent vas critical of the fire department response at the higher levels of the 
organization calling it disorganized and uncoordinated. Ee did, however, juseiify 
the decision to delay going ia%o task force formation on two grounds. First, he 
said, the task force response is a slow one resulting in larger fires which is what 
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the rioters vant. Secondly, he felt that the task force implementation could be 
delayed because the disturbance vas relatively confined. He was critical of the 
whole task force concept and noted that his problems multiplied when he used it. 
This respondent also stated that he would have liked the police to use more force. 
Another fire official, while not offering any evaluation of his own organization, 
did offer comments on the policing of the disturbance. 
that certain high ranking Division of Safety officials may have been a little slow 
to react in this case, although, he added, it: did not take them long to regain con- 
trol. 
before the National Guard arrived. 
out there. I' 

He expressed the opinion 

In fact, he felt that the local police had the disturbance under control 
He felt ghat "OUT police do a tremendous job 

With our police sowces we find a unanimous positive evaluation of their organi- 
zacion's actions in contrast to the self-criticism of the fire officials; For 
instance, concerning the setting event Zhe official police report told us "the trig- 
ger to the city's riot was a normal and proper police action." The decision to call 
In the Guard was described by the Safety Direceor in terms of a reluctantly chosen 
course of action necessitated by the local police department's inability to "fight 
on more than one front." We have already referred to the justification of police 
actions by appeals to higher values-- ("The decision to restore order and protect 
lives and property") and by defining the situakioa in terms of closed alternatives. 
The decision not to withdraw police while community leaders artempted to cool the 
situation was couched in terms of avoiding an abdication of responsibility and an 
extra-legal delegation of authority. 
that "you can't back down.," 
would seem to imply a positive evaluation of the police actions in not pulling out 
of the riot area. 
punishment," 
and judicial functions of civil government. 

Another police respondent expressed the opinion 
'?Give them the upper hand and you're in trouble" which 

He added, the "only thing anyone understands is swift and sure 
implying a melting of the traditional separation of the law enforcing 

% 

The police also took credit for holding practically all cases of reportedloot- 
ing to a minimum through prompt police action. With regard to specific incidents, 9 
police report evaluated the releasing of the arrested boy to his mother in the fol- 
lowing terms: the officer on the scene "felt that any move which might immediately 

Another Pionday afternoon 
incident involved accusations by a Community Relations Commission off-icial that 
police officers were trying to start an incident by "checking out" some people on 
the sidewalk. The police denial is as follows: 
checked in the sense th,at we know it in the police department" i,e,, by checking 
identificatian OF asking names, "They were simply asked to keep moving." 

i cool. tempers and relieve the tension would be justified." 

"At no time were these people 

The National Guard praised the city police. One high ranking Guard officer 
reasoned that since the disturbance occurred -Sa a "disadvantaged" area, it required 
a rar>id and over-whelming response, Be saw it as being much xore "dangerous" than 
other Lypes of gatherings which might 5e equally unlawful. 
that the residents of the affected area "need to see that there are forces out there 
trying to control the situation ami re-establishing normalacy. 
end of the disturbance in my opinion." He added, "Our mission is the restoration of 
law and order, we don't intend to stand by and see lat~s broken or disregarded . . . 

Another official Eelt 

This hastens the 
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We strongly €eel that the fact that the Guardsmen hit the street with ammunition or 
a loaded weapon is a deterrent in itself . . . Ue never fire over their heads. We 
never bluff . . .It But 'lwe've certainly made it a point to try our level best to 
be judicious in the exercise of force . . . and . . . certainly have tried to accord ( 

fair treaement to everyone." Another ranking Guard oEficial reiterated several 
aspects of the police position, in terms of reference-to higher values and the inad- 
visability of police or troops turning the situation over to counter-rioters. He 
felt that such withdrawal merely allows militants to take control of the situation. 

x 

' 

This concludes our first case study. The account is partial, selective, and to 
some- extent not even consistent. But thi-s is as it should be for we have attempted 
to present the situation as the social control agencies, particularly the police, 
saw the disturbance in their on-the-scene perceptions and in their written reports, 
Any organizational perspective almost necessarily will be partial, selecthe, and 
somewhat inconsistent. To give the total picture, an overall view and a totally 
consistent account, while closer to typical presentations found in the literature, 
would not have been in harmony with our general objective. 
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DescriDtion and Ziackwound 

2 a  second case study involves another midwestern city with a metropolitan area 
population of ever half a million. The black inhabitants of the central city con- 
sist of more than a fourth of the total population. The city is a major industrial 
center wit% steel manafacturinz, metal fabricatinz, and automobile assembling pre- 
dominating. About two-thirds of the laboz force can 3e classffied as blue collar. 

The black areas of the ciey have m c h  in common with those descryaed in the 

Homes in much of the city are closely pressed together brick and frame 
first case study. Again, the stereotype of the urban ghetto would fall to fit the 
picture. 
dwellings. Host are fairly old and tend to be dirty from the smoke and soot which 
permeates the entire area. The residences found in the several major black neigh- 
borhoods are not much different from those which are occupied by the large ethnic 
groups which =&e up "Le 5ulk of -;he white inhabitants of the city. 
f o m  a rough U-shaped ring aronnd the city center, and are located on the north, 
east, and south sides of the town. 

The black areas 

_ I  

The disturbance to be described and analyzed izl this account erupted at an east 
side white hsiness establishment. During the first days of the disorders, activi- 
ties were fairly well confined to this locale. However, on the second day and sub- 
sequent days of the disturbance, the focus of riotous action shifted primarily to the 
southside black area with the eastside neigWoorhood returning to relative avert 
tranquility. 

Before discussing t5e particular chronology of this distxrbance, some views of 
In the spring of-  OW the respondents saw the disturhnce background are .in order. 

1968, asdid many other cornunities around the country, the city experienced a racial 
disorder following the Martin Luther Ring assassination. 
response to the questions fron the E963 DRG study conducted after the 1963 riot but 
prior to the trouble in 1969, claimed that the'disorder "brought a greater polati- 
zation than ever before between 'slack and white.'' This respondent's remarks took an 
ambivalent form. Ne qualified the above statement by adding that "the state of race 
relations were fairly good.:' 
race relations as tense, 
police were coxerned, was the southside black, neighborhood. At the time of these 
1968 remarks, the sane police official identified a local black organization which 
used at least two diffezene names as a rabble-rousing trouolesome group. 

Cne city of ficlal, in 
I 

,%-high ranking police official described the state of 
Ne indiraeed that the bigzest trouble spot, as far as the 

The federal ar,tt-poverty program also receiyed a capsidera'ble amount of comment 
from the respondents. One hizh ranking police off5cia2, in the 3.968 study, described 
these programs as being corrupt and filled with black militants (especialp members of 
trhe double naned black group mentioned .earlier) who ace "trying to s o w e  the' black 
community (by) blowing events a13 our of proportion , . .,(but)* particularly in the 
schools." 
these kids in school (or other places) until e .those action centers (operated by 
various poverty programs) were established in town here. '' 

A year later the same respondent stated, "They never had any trouble with 
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Themes of subversive elements within the comunity were illustrated by other 
police officials. "In the 
program there's blacks in icy these's whites. They zot a 'Lot oE commies in each of 
these programs. Hoover's been telling them (no meation 
as to who them were) for I don't know how long . . . The other respondent was not 
so specific. "Small parts of the ('olack) comunity that for reasons of their own 
are bent oil disruption of the community. 
hate . . .in order to build revenge on the police departaent." 

One comented with reference to the poirerty program: 

There's no dozbt abouil it. 
12 

They have somejody preaching black racism, 

The final background description pictured dimensions of conflict within the 
black community. 
exists among the Negro elemnt wi@ the sopcalled militant-groups. 
people don't vant this militant group to speak for them." 
gested similar themes, One police official described the 2368 disturbance in terms 
of a "power struggle" jetwee2 competing militant groups. 

A high ranking National Guard officer said, "Internal 5ickerinz 
Some of the 

Police respondents sug- 

In summary, the data illustrate a characterization 05 the black community 
primarily in terns of subversive elements and tensions within the area ready to be 
exploited. 
dimensions. 
muniey "having legitimate grievances. '' 
nee6 for more jobs, more job training especially for school dropouts, and corrective 
measures within the public school system where "many public schools are nearly all 
black.. '' Our .grcsJentation and stress on the respondent's perceptions of the "subver- 
sive'' element and community eension 2s not an attempt to mask the theme of,"legiti- 
mate grievances." Rather, we have attenpted to stress the factors paramount in our 
respondent's percepfions as beis8 most importxmt and central to the disturbance thae 
occurred in 1969. 

This is not to suggest that "Le respondents failed to perceive other 
One police departnent official. vas quite emphatic about the black com- 

Paramount among these grievances v ~ r e  the 

The Setting Event and Keynoting Behavior 

There was complete agreement by everyone that the disturbance setting WZS in 
terms of a picketing group getting O U ~  of hand. 
boycodst and close an east: side, white-owned daixy store. This picketing had gone on . 

for over 20 days. 

The picketing was an attempt to 

On a Nonday affernoon some twenty-tuo days prior to the disturbance a gre-school 

The child 
black boy went into the dairy store t~ exchange a candy bar for some fruit. The 
store clerk thought the lad was stealing and allegedly grabbed the child. 
told of the incident to his mother waiting in the car who was reported to have enter- 
ed the store to make a complaint to the proprietor that the clerk "man-handled her 
little boy," Reportedly, a scuffle took place. The black matron claimed that the 
store otmer had kicked her in the stomach and that she was pregnant at the time. On 
the following Tuesday the victim swore out a warrant against the proprietor charging 
him with assault and battery. The merchant, in turn, swore out a warrant against 
the black woman claiming that she "kicked, beat, and pushed his daughter,'' the store 
clerk. 30th individuals pleaded not g u h t y  at a hearing later that week and, at the 
time of the disturbance, the charges and counter-charges had yet to receive their 
day in court. 1 
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The news of the inciden,t at the stor@.qui$k1y spread throughout the black 
community. 
and unhappiness." 
attacks directed at th&,proprietor were reporeed. 
ture (by police definicion) was being circulated in the neighborhood. 
invescigatkon traced the source of this materLal to an "east side anti'paverty and 
neighborhood center." The individual operating the center felt that printhg and 
distributing such leaflets was within his jurisdiction, and no police action vas 
taken. 

Some young:blacE'groups were said to have met: and to expressed "anger 
In the'time period prior to the-disturbance a number of verbal 

Furthermore; inflamatory litera- 
A police 

On the Saturday following the ruckus between the proprietor and black woman, 
the dairy store was firebombed. 
arrested two days later in connection with the incident. Following these arrests 
picketing was reported to have begun en masse. 
were begun In earnest to cool what they saw as a "rapidly deteriorating situation." 
He indicated that the mayor's office, Human Relations Committee, and police depart- 
ment tried to level off tempers by having their representatives meet with a number 
of individuals and groups in the black community and talk'things out. (No mention 
was made to what: individuals and groups were contacted.) 
office tried to cool things" and even went so far as to suggest that "if you liiant 
to run the man out of business, boycott him, a peaceful boycott. If sot, . 
peaceful picketing' . . .(but) minimal in size." Response- to this suggestion and 
others developed in the course of meetings with east; side residents was described as 
i3go~d.9r 
volved in activities at the store and "churned things up." 
scory had been circulathg that the white merchant involved in the trouble had ex- 
tended a large amount of credit to east side residents and that there was a lot of 
sympathy for him and that the neighborhood wanted him open. 

Uhile there was consensus on the setting event, there was little agrement on 

The bomb did not explode but five Black youthswere 

A city oEficial reported that efforts 

Farthermore, "the mayor's 

On the other hand, it was also reported that southside reskdents got in- 
During this time also a 

what keynoted the disturbance. 
thing related to keynoting activities. 
regard. One fire official stated that the fire dkpartment did nor: receiveiTsfPrst 
alarm until 10:l6 pm Tuesday, and the police were already at the scene, 
remark, however, that things were "tense." A high ranking Hational Guard officer .̂ 

offered this succinct statement: 
they threw in a fire-bomb." 

A number of our respondents failed to su~gest any- 
The fire department was consistear: in this 

c 

He did 

"First they (the crowd) broke his windows and then 

Police respondents were more infomativc. One pofice official said: "A large 
crowd gathered up there (at the dairy store) and it became a little unruly. They 
were demanding a talk ~7ith Captain X (a policcoffici,al)." Aplainclotllaes police 
officer observing the picketers was reportedly taunted and hit by a thrown Sottle. 
This officer ealled for assistance. 
ed to disperse the gathering. 
it slightly under control and then somebody busted some &.ndox$S and 'then didn't that 
start it off." 
young adults and same juveniles decided they were going to stop traffic . . .tension 
butlt up . . .(and) an Inciderit developed where they broke a window in the store and 
about this time some guy walked in and built a fire." 

Seven cruisers arrived at the'sekoe and attempt- 
To quote our police official, "they thought they had 

"Crowds of Another police ofEicial provlded a similar description. 
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The official police report 'indicated the gathering of a group of about twenty 
young male Negroes in front of the store. 
detective at: the scene called for assistance vlnich soon arrived. A police sergeant 
at the scene reported ihe twenty youths were yelling "Black power, white pigs, etc." 
Someone in the group yelled "Let's stop all the traffic," and the group began walk- 
ing very slowly back and forth acro8s the street, bringing traffic to a complete 
stop. The report contbues, "At 
this point several Negro subjects approached rhe sergeant: and said that they repre- 
sented the East Side Ckxnnlunity Action Center. 
force"ms actually desired by the juweniles preserk -- 'to give them an excuse to 
really go wild and riot,' These citizens requested the removal of police personnel 
at the scene, insisting that upon such removal 'they could talk the group into dis- 
persing and going to their homes peacfully."' But within 
minutes the picket signs were being burned before the store and its windows were 
smashed, 

These youths began throwing bottles. A 

The police prepared to disperse these persons. 

They felt that the use of police 

The request was granted. 

From that point on, the disorders ascalated. 

In summary, the respondents identified keynoting behavior in terms of window 
breaking, gatherings becoming un&ly, taunting the police offices, setting fires, 
and throwing bottles. It: La significant 50 note that only two respondents suggested 
that perhaps police action may have supgl2,ed ala inportant keynoting behavior. 
ktgh ranking police official stated: "We talked to people that said they were lead- 
ers, (who) said they could calm them down and pull them back. . , we pulled back (as 
requested by the blacks) a d  we had this increase (in riotous activity). Nhether 
they considered this a sign of weakness or what, I don't know. 
aggrevate their action.iT 

One 

But this seemed to 

Chronology of Events 

In the preceding section we have already mentidned the keynoting behavtor such 
as the wLndow breaking, firebombing, and the taunting pickets. The official police 
report indicates thar these events took place beeween 9:35 pm and 1O:OO pm Tuesday. 
At 9 5 8  pm the Negro subjects approached the sergeant in command at the scene re- 
questing polLce withdrawal. As already indicated, the sergeant agreed to the request 
and ordered his cruisers to wi'ihdraw one black. As the cars w2thdrew the protesting> 
pickets heaped their cardboard signs in a pile in front of the store, set them afire, 
then several objects through the store wiriotirs; and then ran off dispersing into a 
c r d !  cP spectators gathered at a nearby corner, At 10:14 pm the sergeant ordered 
the police cruisers back to the siisturbznce scene and issued a call for fire depart- 
ment assistance. This latter call was received bp the fire departinent at 10:16 pm. 

- 
At lQ:17 pm the second injury of the disturbance was recorded by a fireman 

hit by an unknokzl object while responding to the alarm at the dairy store. 
police repart continues: 
arrived surrounding the entire area of the fire, and it became bnpossibie to diss 
tlnguish the spectators from ehe rioters." 

The 
"By this time (10:2l pm) a large number of specatatom had 

A $allce cruiser on duty two blocks scutt? of the dairy store reported a burn% 
trig automobile and requested flre departnent assistance at 1O:SO pm. 
the police officers had dispersed the 150 to 200 persons that had gathered near the 
store with most police units leaving she vikhity to patrol adjacent areas. 

By 10:56 pm 

About 
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11:OO pm twa civilians were hospitalized for hjuzles received from riotous gangs. 
One v7as assauxted in his car, the other in a telephone booth. 
ing of a neighborhood drug store was reported at 11:W pm. 
tempts were again reported at 11:32 and 11:41 pm. 

The looting and burn- 
Burglary and looring ac- 

Following the injury or' the flreman at the lO:l6 pm alarm the fire department 
activated its riot plan. 
department will neither fight fires without police or Nationa1.Guard protection nor 
will it respond to alarms without prior police verificaeion. 
Chis plan lnclude procedures for personnel call-up, twelve-hour shifts, and task force 
formation of fire apparatus. None of these latter procedures were activated. One 
fire official explained their reasoning and use a€ the plan in this way: 
job the fireman has is to answer fire alarms. 
ment is the safety of its men and putting fires out." Bewent: on to add that "fire 
department participation (in Chis disturbance) was minimal." 
week the fire department responded to three blazes Tuesday, two on Wednesday, and 
none for the rest or" the week though there were a cons5derabl.e number of false 
alarms. 
fire apparatus. 

The basic hgredient of this procedure is that the %ire 

Other provisions in 

"The only 
The main interest of the fire depart- 

During the disturbance 

Unlike the 1968 disturbance, the Eilational Guard did not ride shotgun on 

Returning to the chronology, at 1:OO am PTednesday, a police cadet gas assaulted 

Both were cleared as un- 
by seven or eight Negro males using fists and beer botles. 
making fire bambs were receiTJed at 1~04 pm and L:20 pm. 
Eounded 

Beports of juveniles 

At l:04 pm a shift in the dlsturbance from the east aFde black neighborhood to 
the southsidewas indicated by the looting and attempted arson of a food market on. 
a southside thoroughfare. This incident was followed, at 2:28 am, by the injury 04 
two patrolmen struck by a litfirebomb and the arrest of four black males for dis- 
turbance and suspicion. From 2:28 am until noon Tkdnesday, reports were received of 
four lostings or attempted lootings, three attemptedfirebombings, and damage to six 
automobiles parked at a high school. 
black neighborhdod. 

A31 events were reportled from the south side 

A relatbve lull in disturbance activity t7as indicated between noon and about 
4:OO pm Wednesday afternoon with no incidents reported., At: 4:50 pm a car with male. 
Caucasion subjects possessing what appezred to be Piolotov Cocktails was reported in ~ 

the periphery of the south side disturbance area. This van the first or' three re- 
ports throughout the dLsturbance week of armed whites in or near the aisturbance area. 
Police investiaated all such calls 5ut no record of srreets was evident. From 4:OO 
pa until midnight the police responded to thirty-two aeparate disorder related inci- 
dents. Twelee incidents m r e  classified as loothngs, burglary, or window breaking; 
four concerned wbth property damage -- mainly automobiles; eight: were reports o€ ' 

crowd gathering, drinkfag, or hurling stones .and bottles; and two made reference to 
the use or possessSon of firearms. 
made, three for suspicion and one for surfer;, violation. 

Two civilians were injured and four arrests were 

Vednesday evenlng at about 11:30 the polke department activated ies riot plan 
in full. The procedure included calling in for duty all available off-duty police 
officers, cancellation of vacations and days off, and assignment,of men to twelve- 
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hour shifts. 
squads consisting of three officers and twelve patrolmen. 
liquor was put ineo effecz as well as a twelve-hour curfew to extend from 7:OO pm 
until 7:OO ern until the state of emsrgency was called off. 

terized the activities near the dairy store as "almost routine" though the depart- 
ment "did have a few extra men in the streets." 
tics were "sufficient that first day" (Tuesday). The crescendo of 'disorderly activ- 
ity on Vednesday prompted the police department to go on emergency status. 
justification for activating the riot plan v7as insufficient police strength to quell 
the disturbance using standard, everyday operational procedures and numbers ofoffic- 
ers. One police offidal characterized the situation in these terms: I'. , . when 
you don't have sufficient strength, the most you can do et that time is to try to 
keep them (the rioters) running and break them up, don't let them congregate. If 
you don't have endugh men to start picking them up and making arrests, but if you 
can keep them dispersed aizd on the tun and don't allow them to congregate in too big 
a number, then it alleviates tbe situation, at least temporarily." 

In addition, the police department wenE to the tactical deployment of 
A ban on the sale of 

One police official 
,pointed out that Tuesday was not considered part or' the emergency period. He charac- 

He further stated that police tac- 

The major 

At about the same tlme the police activated their plan, themayor, on the advke 
or" the police officials, called the Governor to ask lilaeional Guard assistance. 
National Guard military police unit €ram a neighboring city was activated and arrived 
at the disturbance scene by 3:OO am Thursday. 
county sherif€'s department who sent men and material Eo? polllce use. In addition, 
the sheri€€'s department took over patrol. duties in areas of the city unaffected by 
the disturbance to free city police personnel for emergency duty. 
and at least one police officer worked as patrol units. The presence of the police 
o€r"icer was requisite since guardsmen do not possess arrest power. 

A 

Assistance was also receiveid Erom the 

Three guardsmen 

In addition to citing the lack of sufficient police strength to quell the 
disturbance, the police respondent: qlrored above suggested that the presence of the 
guard ~7as also beneficial in other respects. "I consulted with other 
police officials and they gave %he impression that >7e couldn't go on too long (on 
twelve-hour shifts, etc.) because men have to have some sleep and rest. in fact, if 
we keep them (policemen) working too long witliout rest they atart getting awfuledgy 
and tired, and sometimes you'l1 have an unfortunate incident develop." A2other 
police offfcfal. saw a prime contribution- from the National Guard in terns of height- 
enlng the police deparement's arrest pot.;rers and thus quellFng the disturbance, 
remarked: "(In) situations like this, in these large crowds, you can't arrest 
everyone. 

Zle stated: 

He 

-But you try to indicate that youate going to make as many as you can." 

Mobilization of police personnel though eke riot plan allowed the police 
department to put over 200 uniformed officers irto tbe disturbance area. 
tion with the curfew providing a legal basis for clearing the streets, the massive 
pollee mobilization resulted Fn increasing numbers 0% arrests. Twenty individuals 
v7ere arrested between inidnight and' 3:40 am primarily €or suspicion and curfew viola- 
tion. A lull in activity took place after the National Guard reached the disturbance 
streets ~ i t h  no incidents reported between 3:40 am and 6:OO am. 
an lfttle disorderly activity was indicated though SPA burglaries or looting attempts 
were reported by busgnesa proprietbrs opening their shops. 
took place during the previous night.. 

In conjunc- 

Until about: 9:OO 

The felonious activities 
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Unruly activlty and arrests increased in volume again beginning about noon. 
Throughout the afternoon and early evening, zeports dealt mainly with crowds gather- 
ing and their dispersion, stone and bottle tbxov~Zng, and robbery attempts. 
pm police were sent to investigate the report of a male Caucasian with a rifle in his 
car. 
two police responses recorded. Reports of Pootings, burglary, and fire bomb psrepara- 
tion were the major foci of investigation with arrests for suspicion and curfew again 
dominant. 

At 8:OG 

Police activity increased in intensity from 8:OO pm and midnight with thirty- 

On Friday the National Guard and polFce continued their patrols of the distur- 
bance area. The curfew remained in effect that evening. During the eighteen-hour 
period from midaight until 6:OO pm Friday six arrests were reported. Riotous activ- 
ity agaLn increased in the evening hours and two injuries were reported from gunshot 
wounds. 
police attention. 

. 

Burglaries, firebombings, and stonings continued to receive the bulk of 

The activity of Friday evening spilled aver into the early morning hours of 
Saturday. 
from 12:lO am to 3:35 am, 
riot-related incidents, 
ed Fncidents €or the twenty-four hour period. 
five police calls and two arrests between G:OO pm and midnight. 
nil on the following Sunday, with two burglaries and one arrest for suspicion high- 
lighting police activity for that day. 

Sixteen arresrs for curfew violation and nine for suspicion were recorded 
Mo further arrests took place for over menty hours ior 

Police activity rapidly subgided with only seventeen record- 
Saturday evening was calm with onLy 

Unruly activity was 

A statistical summary for the distrrrbance creek indicatied a totab of 123 arrests', 
PLfty of these were for .curfew violation, forty-one for suspicion, and th%rty-two for 
other offenses notably resfstlng arrest, traffic violatiow-, and causing a discur- 
bance, 80 breakdown was available for the number of juvenile versus adult arrests 
though it appears that adults were, by far, in the majority. Nineteen individuals 
were reported as injured though none seriously. Seven injuries were sustained by 
police and fire personnel, twelve by civilians. Six eivilisns were victims or' as- 
sault, two were wounded by gunfire, and four injured by thrown debris. Lgcerations 
and contusions resulting from being struck by thrown objects accounted E m  five of 
the police and fire department casualties. 
other causes. 
fatalities. 

Two police officers were injured from 
No National Guardsmen were reported injured and there were no reported 

Termination 02 the Disturbance 

At least three different perceptions of the duration ar& termination oE ehe 
disturbance can be noted in the data provided by social control-personnel. 
previously noted the fire department respondents conceived the disturbance as essen- 
tially a two day affair beglnning late Tuesday evening when ehe riot plan vas partial- 
ly actgvated and ending Ifednesday night after extinguishing two blazes in south- 
side homes. 
spond to any blazes associated with the disorders though the procedure of polLce 
verification of false alarms continued until the week's end. 

As 

Throughout the remaiilder of the week, the fire department did not re- 
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The Mertional Guard official nored the disturbance as essentiallya"12- to 'ti 24- 
hour 
activated and social control agencies worked diligently to quell the disturbance. 
The official. did Indicate, however, that he had sent: reconnaissance tesms to monftor 
the disturbance area prior to the Hatfond Guard acttvation, Furthermore, though 
he characterized the diRurbance as a "12- to 24- hour period," he noted that the 
National Guard units remained,in the area where the disorders occurred until the 
weekend. 

This period t7as Iednesday and Thursday after the Guard had been 

Police respondents, cnxike those of the f2re department, saw the beginnLag of 
the emergency period or riot as -beginning on Wednesday rather than Tuesday evenfng . 
Events prior to the activation of the police riot plan and call for assistance from 
the Paational Guard were perceived as relatively domon though quickly growing to 
major proportions. Termination of the disturbance was seen in slow wind-down of 
disorderly activity beginning after the National Guard arrLval until the police de- 
partment returned to normal operation rn Sunday evening. 

Probed as to what events terrninated the disturbance, fire department officials 
Indicated the lack os" fire alarms requiring organizational response. 
provided another picture. 
disturbance In terms of a messive, show of force, the curfew, and liquor ban. "These 
three things showed a real profou'nd effect." Another police respondent followedwith 
a rsimilar line of reasoning: '*L am a firm believer that in these situations (riots), 
you must show a massive show of force. I . The Hationd Guard uses what we call a 
massive show of force but you never have to use it" (implying that it is the show 
that is imporeant and the show in ieself'precludes any needifor technlques of force 
or coercion) I 

Police officers 
One high ranking police officia1,saw the terninatton of the 

liiith reference to other factors that may have terminated the disturbance, one 
police respondent stated that, "one of the tactics that is used is to get volunteers, 
people that are looked up to and well. known in the"different sections of the city, 
to talk to these kids, to persuade them to go home, and don't get involved in this 
thing. I' a tactic negatively viewed in 
Case Study 1. 
with the kids in some o€ these hot spots" endeavored to do the same in this new 
sgtuation, but the efficacy of the efforts are unclear. 
involved in attempts to lessen the disorders included some representatives from the 
mayor'g Human Relation Commission, and a "lot: of ministers and neighborhood leaders 
Crying to cool it an their own." 
concluded tdth a statement to the effect that "they weren't making any headway on 
them" and 'lit wasn't: working with this group" (&.e., the participants in the dis- 
rurbance) 

This suggests the use of "counter-riDter'z5 
It was also indicated that some police officers that "are pretty good 

Other groups reported as 

The high poljtce official making this last remark 

Perhaps the most Interesthg remark on this matter was provided by a Rational 
"Once a thing like this actually does get started,many 

For instance, you get parents who go out . . , whose children are Guard official. He stated: 
people back off, 
involved, who go out, grab their'kids by the back or' the neck, and yank them home. 
They start solvhg some of their own pyoblems. 
areas really don't want these things (disturbances) and theylll try to do anythhg 
they can to prevent Lt.? 

Beczuse, most: of the people in rhese 
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It appears that the social control agencies of this city are undergoing aslow 
transition from control of disturbances in terms of the traditional "show-of- force" 
strategy to the neker "containment" strategy. 
eniphasis-has. been placed on preventing disorders through the creation of such pro- 
grams as the Police Cadets and the Bureau of Police Community Relations. Somepolice 
officials still refer to their street procedures as being a %massive show-of-force,," 
but the Label is somewhat misleading. 

Since 1968 an increasing amount of 

In this disorder, aspects os' both the "&ov-of-Eorce" and "containmenks' strategy 
could be discerned. 
Once sufficient manpower levels had been reached, arrests were made in wholesale 
lots, especially on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. Finally, large mounts of tear 
gas and other crow3 dispersion techniques were utilized in full, though fire arms 
were nop: used to any degree by social control agents. 
reminiscent of the "show-of-force" strategy. On the other hand, "containmentP' vari- 
ables v7ere very much the case in the deployment of manpower in small nobile units to 
curtail hit-and-run violence, the attempt to allow black leaders to cool. the situa- 
tion despite their Zppaient faj...usre, and finally, in the slow mobilization of police 
personnel in the early stages of the disturbance. As previously indicated, Tuesday, 
the first day of the disturbance, was not considered part of the emergency period. 
Qnly oftes police resoukces had been taxed to their linit was a decision made to 
activate fhe riot plan and call for outside assistance. 

Heavy emphasis was placed on quickly mobilizing the i'troops.ii 

Such tactics are definitely 

i 

t)n the whole, it appears that city social control agencies are endeavoring to 
move toward a %~ntainment'~ strategy of riot control. 
approach may be the product not of an unwillingrress to change, but more the result 
of insufficient; organizational resources with ~ h k h  to operationalize "containment:' 
techniques as fully as might be desired. 

The use of the "show-of-force" 

Social Control Perceptions of M a c k  Participants 

The typology of agitator, initiator, and sustainer elabroated by police respond- 
ents in the first case study is applicable, in part, to perceptions 05 black parti- 
cipants in this study. 
turbance tagged the agitator role to 'psubversives'7 and "militantsi' with the ini'cia- 
tors labelled as "kids. Zxamples of this characterization are seen in some of the 
following remarks: 'I . . . all it takes is a militant to get that crowd stirred up 
and then you have trouble; 
"militant groups v7ho were quite young. 
instigate things. 
these impressionable kids to get out: there and break soqe windotjs;" "There are little 
hard core groups that . . . operate just within the law . . . they're out to cook 
things up;" 'T call. them subversive, they operate under the guise of civil rights 

.they always come up r7ith -this line of 300 years of oppression and racist society. 
Thet old line that you've been hearing for the last three to five years. 
have freedom, they don't have equal righfx - . . This is the speel that they sucker 
the youngsters with;" "th2 blame should be placed oil. t;he people in the immediate 
area . . . They shouldn't be using these kids in that way" (implying that children 
were told to set fire's and t h r o ~  rocks, ntc,) 

Respondents from all social control agencies in this dis- 

"3lack Nationalists are right in the middle' of the thing;" 
These are the type of people who normally 

These kTds t7ere fousteen to Elfteen years old;" or ''They just got 

They don't 

. 
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lJith the exception of this last comment by a police official, other re- 
spondents made a very emphatic distinctLon between the two riot roles of "subversive" 
and "kids*' and the !?real people" in the black community. Sut'the role of sustainer 
cleraly seen in the first case study was not as obviously delinated in this distur- 
bance. As we have already alluded to, the third role was that of the "real people." 
With reference to both the 1968 a d  1969 disturbances, ane police official remarked, 
"I'd say Ln both (riots), they (the militants) didn't get the participation of the 
real black community. 
the whole community . . . We have a lot of good people in this town. I'd sag 95 ' 
percent of them are. 
indicated this theme: 1 am talking about 
the radicals in the Black gr0up.I' A final illustrative note in this regard was seen 
in the previotxsly mentioned commegt by the National Guard official to the effect that 
black parents were,"grabbing their kids by the neck and yanking them off the streets" 
in efforts "to solve their oxm problems." 

They (the riots) weren*,t things that were participated in by 

And maybe more than.that." A fire department official also 
"1 am not talking about the black people. 

Virtually all respondents characterized this disturbance as having some 
modicum of organization, primarily by militants. 
'%e still maintain that there has' to be a certain group that are leading these kids 
oil." 
the previous picketing, the distribution of "inflamatory" pamphlets, and the crowds 
throwing stones. This official suggested that there were no stones available in the 
disturbance area and that they must have been brought in from other sections of town. 
A police official elaborated on the above fac-hore and went on to mention that people 
were moving young children from one sectLon of town to another to cause trouble, 
Another police official stated: "I think both of these (referring to both the 1968 
and 1969 riots) were something that were manufactured by individuals that had other 
motives . 'I 

One fire ofr'icial put: it this way, 

Another fire official ilismissed the idea of riot spontaneity by pointing to 

Themes of spontaneity were mentioned only by two respondents. 
a National Guard official said that riots are E'usually spontaneous incidents that 
nobody can predict . " 
dicated that he also looked to militents and subversives as playing a crucial organ- 
izing role. The other person suggesting spontaneity was a fire official who did not 
qualify his remarks. 

In one case 

The course of conversation with this individual, however, in- 

In contrast to social control personnel in Case Study 1,anumber of offic- 

Although subversive elements and trouble making children were seen as 

% 

ials in this case did mention that the black community had a number of legitimate 
grievances. 
the major elements in causing the disturbance, legitimate grievances were seen by 
some respondents as contributing factors. Most illustrative of this theme is a com- 
ment made by a National Gaard officer: "In the Negro community you'll find that on 
warm days people will be all over the streets. The living conditions are not good. 
Too often those people don't have enough to do . . . enough to keep them occupied." 
A police respondent used the. theme of legitimate grievances in distingulshing between 
militants and the real black community. 'I. . . they (the black community) had some 
real grievances (hunger, unemployment) I'd say they (the militants) didn't get the 
partfcipation of the real black cornunity ." 

A last perception that'must be noted concerns the general restraint the 
One police official made continual rioters exhibited in some facets of behavior. 

-. 
*. . 
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reference to the participants in the disturbance not using guns against poltce, fire, 
or National Guard personnel. Hestat- 
ed: "In all fairness, L don't think they (the rioters) bothered the fire department 
much . . . I don't think they intended to even harm the firemen a . . I am under the 
impression that with all irhe shots fired Wednesday night that if they wanted to hit- 
somebody they could have hit them. 
That is why I am assuming they dkdn't want to hurt firemen." 

A fire department official was more precise. 

There is not an easier target than a fireman. 

Social Control Perceptions of Their Own Organizations 

Fire department officials stated thae the only job of the fireman is to answer 
fire alarms whicb they did. 
fighting bubdid demand that the safety of the firemen be logically prior to extin- 
guishing fires. One fire official summarized the activities of his department with 
this statement: W e  went in and did our job. The police surrounded us and we had 
no problems whatsoever. I' 

Activation of their riot plan did not preclude fPre- 

Likewise, police officials had no criticism of their own organization. As 
previously mentioned, the police department did mention their lack of sufficient 
men and material to cope with the disturbance problem. 
coming, police officials activated their riot plan and asked assistance from the 
county sheriff's department and National Gpard. 
was described as excellent. 
arrived everything was quiet." 
commend them (the National Guard) too highly for the- assistance they gave us. I 
thjtnk that the city and state are very fortunate that they've adopeed this procedure 
(of callfag in the Guard). You can save lives, you save a lot of property damage, 
the poiice as a rule have a much better working relacionship with the people after 
the Guard leaves.?' 
use considerable force to restore order, relationships with neighborhood citizens, 
bad and good, are garnished. 
the "massive show-of-force*' to control disturbances. 

In response to this short- 

Cooperation with other organizations 
A typical remark was that "once tlhe National Guard 

A police respondent elaborated further: "I can't 

If the police have to deal with the entire altuation and need to 

This same respondent was the indivtdual who advocated 

1Jhil.e not criticizing the decision to activate the National Guard, one police 
official felt thae the local law enforcement agency had the necessary resources to 
control. the situetion. He remarked: "1 donst thiak we even needed the Guard to 
tell you the truth because we had busted them (i.e., the rioters) back right before 
the Guard got here. But, the Nayor wanted to play it safe 6 . . to cool. things." 
He noted that persons participathg in disturbances would not listen and could not 

life, that is number one, and property, that is number two. When you protect, you've 
already started the process of quelling the disorder . . . You've got to instill 
fear of loss tnto the participants." 

-care less. In a disorderly situzitica the only thing that can be done "is to protect 

Aapreviously discrtssed, most respondents gave lov marks to the idea of black 
neighborhood leaders cooling the disturbance. One police official stated, 'lit wasn't 
working with this group (the rioters)." A city offic2al couched it two ways. First, 
"the big problem in cooling these things is reaching the right people . . . the W C P  
and Urban League usually isn't it . . . you need a good pipeline to the youth." Sec- 
ond, "identify leaders andput them to work coolhg it (the riot) of€ but, thatdoesn't 
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work. 
against the whole idea. 
would calm them (the rioters) and pull them back. 
and 1969 we pulled back and we've had this increase. 
sign of- weakness or what, I don't know. 
This idea also received support from a city official who.commented: "Telling the 
police to withdraw may have been the turning point. If the police had stood fasr 
and broke up the crowd they would probably have collared the leaders and finished 
things off." 
need for community leaders to act as cooling or as preventative agents. 
"The black community was appalled by the ev'ents which transpired . . But, there is 
a big need for the black community to speak ouhr against the militants who do not 
represent the majority." 

The leaders soon get lost in the crowd." One police official was decidedly 
TJe talked to people that sagd they were leaders, said they 

Both times we've done this in1968 
Ifiether they considered th€s a 

But this seemed to aggrevate their action." 

In this same vein of reasoning, one police official sat7 an important 
He stated: 

This concludes the second case study. A e i n  the perspective has been that of 
the social control agencies in the situation, 575th all the limitations that such an 
apprmck involves. 
description. 

We now turn to Case Study 3 On our comparative analysis and 

. . I' . .  c 
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PART XV: CASE STUDY 3 
I 

Descripticn and Background I 

Our third case' study involves another midwestern and multi-county metropolitan 
area of over a million persdns. 
populatlon of the central city which dominates this particular metropolitan region. 
The city is a major manufacturing and trade center. Transportation equipment, mach- 
inery, chemicals, printing, and food processing (expecLally of bakery goods) are 
industries which underlie the city's economic base. %holesale and retail trade, 
goverament, and:edilcatlicll;al dnstitutions are also significant employers. Job descrip- 
tions reveal a work force with slightly less whrte collar than blue cblfar workers. 

%lacks comprise less than a fifth of the total 

The black popdati.cn 2s centered pyimarily on the east, northeast, and western 
A physical, description of the black areas would be analo- areas of the cLty center. 

gous to these already presented in Case Studies 1 and 2. 
of private horns ownership and black areas are no exception, 
previous DRC study, mentioned chat the city had a very low rare of unemployment 
dropping to 1 percent: on occasion. 
unemployment (as compared to the rest of the city) did exist in black areas. 
city has large numbers of '%ill bil ly I t  southern whites and emigrant blacks attracted 
by jobs in the metropolitan area. 

The city has a high rate 
One, city official in a 

He did mention, however, that pockets of high 
The 

Our respondents did not provide the elaborate characterization of the distur- 
bance area that was evident: in the two prior cities. The 1968 DRC study revealed 
that most officials felt the most "trouble~ome'~ or potential riot area was in the 
northeastern section of town. 
in the western black neighborhood. Many of the .inhabitants of this area are elderly, 
and it was deEined as a relatively quiet neighborhood compared with other more tradi- 
tional tr'ouble spots €n the city. 
as having a history of rowdyism, relatively Sigh crime rates, and "honky-tonk joints" 
with potential for trouble. One police officer, in fact, stated there were spots 
in the eventual disturbance area that were "really a jungle" especially on Friday 
nights. 

The disturbance we focus on in this* report took place 

However, even the western neighborhood was seen 

Physically the ~7estside black neTghborhood is Sadly run down and in transition. 
Nost business establishments lefe 8re whfte-owned but gradually closing down and 
leaving the area for other locations in-the suburbs and other sections of the city. 
HousLng in the area is being bought up by two universities in the city to augment 
their facilities. 
was black fears over boss of housiw with no place to relocate. 

One respondent suggestzed a contributing factor in the disturbance 

One city official indicated that there had been growfng unrest on the vest 
side, which may have contributed to the eventual disorders. He cited two westside 
incidents three weeks prior to the dtsturbance indicative of growing black unrest: 
(1) a white meter maid ticketed a Black Panther leader's car and he beat her up, and 
(2) i , ~  the days following the parking ticket inciden's, twelve parking meters were 
destroyed. 
taliaeion by the Black Panthers aimed at the city administration. 

The respondent suggested that this latter activity was some sort of re- 
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The SettFng Event and Keynoting Behavior 

zespondents from the police department and the city all saw the setting event 
The a6 a fight betiveen three bzack males in front of a public housing development. 

fight Was reported to the police department and a two-man mobile unit: was dispatched 
to the scene about 8:15 pa, Thursday. Upori arriving at the scene, the investigating 
officers reported seeing two black males beating and dragging a third black male 
tovard the street, 
street: and were not apprehended. 

The officers pursued the two assailants but both fled down the 

, .  I 

Fire department officials did not provide any deseriptton o€ the riot setting. 
These respondents all skated that they knew nothing of the disturbance until they' 
were called to action-.with the first fire alarm at about 1O:OO pm, some 1% to 2 
hours after the disturbance erupted. Each, however, did state that after reading 
the official podice,after-action report, it was their conclusion that the fight at 
the housing development set things off. 

Keynoting Sehaviors were seen in the events %mediately following police at- 
After 

A small group of 

One indtvfdual stepped forth haranging the group and attempted to 
(Police officials did not indicate the concent of this individual's 

'tempts to break up the fight and their pursuit of the two black assallants. 
a fruitless chase, the two officers returned to the figfi'i: scene. 
from fifteen to twenty onlookers had gathered. 
as "irritated," 
stik them up. 
remarks.) 
and were "jumped" by some members of the group. 
€or assistance with several area cruisers reapondhng to their call. 

involved i? assualting the officers. 
the ind.ivldua1 fled. 
No further shots were fired nor were any arrests attempted. 

Sone of these persons were described 

The police offkers attempted to arrest this "agitator"(their definition) 
The officers broke loose and called 

During the brief scuffle, one polkernan lost his pistol to one of the persons 

The pistol was dropped and retrieved by the pollcer officers. 
The other officer fired two warning shots as 

From that point, the disturbance "snushroomed." The black crowd grew in size 
and participants began hyrling rocks and bottles at police officers, business estab- 
lishments, and passing, white motorists. Small groups of blacksmoved into the street 
and started stopping trafftc. 
injured with them (some officers had been hit by flying debris though none were 
seriously hurt). 

All polke units in the area withdrew taking their 

:J;lPItce the two previous case studies where there was s5me vagueness about the 
crucial or most important keynoting behavior, such was not the case in this incident:. 
All respondents commenting on the situation placed heavy emphasis on the police at- 
tempt to arrest the agitator. 
touch off a riot was offered. 
or simple mishandling of the situation was indicated. 
however, that potential. disturbance situations have existed in the past and have 
been primarily focused on police arrest activtty within the black community. In 
past siCuations the incidents had not escalaeed, but in ehis particular case Che 
potential became an actuality. 

No evaluatioii of why this particular act should 
No clearcut evidence of police brutality, favosltism, 

Our respondents did suggest, 

, 
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Zhronoloay of Events 

An indication that this particular disturbance vas tloc as extensive as those 
recounted in Case Study ,I and Case Study 2 is given by the fact: that no after-action 
report was compiled either by the ciry fire or city police deparcsnenrs. 
of the specific details of the unfolding of the disorders are not: as clear as other- 
wise would be desirable. Nevertheless, we were able to ascertain enough information 
to get a defhitive overall picturi? of who did what and where during the course of 
the dis,turbance. 

Thus, some 

The activities that transipired until the police withdrew from the area around 
the public housing project occupied abou% 45.minutes until about 9:00,pm. 
the high ranking police officials in the city were attending a banquet that evening. 
Word of the disturbance was flashed to them a little after 9 o'clock. This led them 
to activate the riot plan. Some time 'between 9:lO and 9:15 pm Code 1, the first step 
of the plan, was put into operation, Pollo~ing the general guidelines of the plan, 
all police cruisers near the scene of the disorders moved into.action. Some cruisers 
proceeded to cordon off the disturbance area, sealing off about an 8-block section 
of the neighborhood. 
ing traffic around the effected zone. 

fibst of L 

orher police cruisers went on patrol duty, halting and redirect- 

Between 9:OO pm and 13:OO pm representatives from the Black Panthers and other 
milltant groups met eiith police officials. 
the situation and asked the police to withdzaw their units farther down the street. 
The reqGest was granted. 
rock throwing escalated. 
had people from the Panthers, people from other militant: groups . . . that were in- 
€laming the young people, At first they started talking cool it. . . They (other 
police officials) thought that if we'd withdraw down the street to stop the missiles 
flytng that we could let these alleged leaders stop.it. And it looked like'it might 
work because some of them were hdghly responsible people that were already trying to 
stopithe situation. 
active in the agitation field, when we withdrew down the street, they (the agitators) 
seemed to turn the burner up. 
bombed). 

They asked permission to try aad cool. 

Immediately thereafter a supermarket: 678s firebombed and ,the 
One police official described the situation this way: 'We 

We got to a point, where certain individuals, known to us as 

And so it didn't NO&'' -(the supermarketwas fire- 

The fire departneat received its first alarm of the evening in conjunctionwith 
the supermarket fire at 10:08 pa. The alarm call was normal and the fire department 
had no idea that a disturhnce was taking place. The first fire units respoeding to 
the blaze sa? a large crowd spillhg out into the streec. 
responding fire units thought the C P O ~  vas related $0 a High Schoal Gr2duati.cn cere- 
inony being held t%at evening. The 
change in course led the fire apparatus to a police perimeter checkpoint where a 
police officer informed the fire chief of what was happening. 
cles continued to the blaze where they were halted by a large crowd of spectators and 
rioters. Firemen and trucks were showered ,with bottles rocks, and fi;r.e bombs. P~lZce 
protection was not available and the fire depxitment mithdrew without E ighting the 
fire 

The chief in charge of 

He ordered his trucks to take'another route. 

Fire department vehi- 

The failure in communication that resulted in the fire department: responding t~ 
fires in the disrutbance area without police cover occurred on two more occasions 
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that evening, at 11:26 pm and 12:OO pm. On the second and third runs to alarms in 
the riot: vacinity, fire officials stated that they "assumed things were under con- 
trol.I3 
injured. 

All three fire respcnses met with C ~ O V J ~  harassment and two firemen were 

At 10:38 gm Code 4 of the emergency plan vas called for by police and fire 
officials. 
mentation. However, not all possible measures ~7ere taken. 
lice'and fire personnel wag held over. 
and the 12-hour shift system instituted. 
officials were alerted and asked to standby. ThLs 
latter procedure called for a ban on press releases and barred newsmen from the dis- 
turbance area for 30 minutes. 
was extended by local media sources. 

This is the fast step of the plan and supposedly involves its full inple- 
The second shift of PO- 

Nen on the night shift were called in early 
Mational Guard and sheriff's departbent 

'News Code 30 was also activated. 

This procedure was voluntary but "great cooperat ion" 

The supermarket fire gathered a considerable number of spectators (estimated 
from 300 to 500). 
were reported. 
the lack of injuries in this way: "! . the people that were primarily responsible 
for the trouble were behind the children and females . . . which meant they had to 
throw their missles with a high trajectory and we could see them coming." "It was 
a situation where we were getting rocked while we were standing there, rocks and 
Sottles were flying like crazy." As the fire burned in the supermarket, a laundromat 
across the street was looted and vandalized behind the cover of the spectators and 
rock throwing crowd. 

Harassment of police units at the scene continued but,-few injuries- 
A police official at the scene explained the situation as well as 

At 10:55 pm, Code 4 was called off only to be reinstated at 11:40 pm seemingly 
because of a lull then a reflaring of disorderly activities. At 12:l6 am Friday, 
the fire department was again called back to the supermarket blaze in an effort.fin- 
ally to extingqish the fire. On this run, local blacks that were members of a group 
called The Neighbors rode with the fire personnel in their cars and trucks. These 
counter-rioters" calmed the black spectators and other crowd members and allowed 
the fire department to fight: the blaze without any further harassment. 
assisted the firemen. At about 1:30 am the fire department quenched a fire in a 
burning cap in a nearby street. No difficulties were encountered. The supe-market 
fire mis finally extinguished at 5:22 am. By this time, spectators, rock throwers, 
and so forth had almost disappeared and there were no further major incidents in the 
disturbance area. Code 4 was again called off at 5:35 am. 

t f  

Police units 

Fs5day was relatively quiet throughout the morning, afternoon, and early eve- 
ning with only sporadic reports of rock throwing, theft, and fire bombings. The police 
department was on standby alert. 
in the evening black leaders and police officials again met: to d5scuss the situation. 
One police official called the meetings a "hoax" and described them in these terms: 
"P?ovr they (the black representatives) had a proposition for the police department 
that if we threw a wej-ner roast, they wanted 3,000 hotdogs and buns . . . that they 
might be able to cool it." Speaking of another meeting outside the departmentstore, 
this coment emerged. ". , . while we were having this Confrontation and discussion 
about stopping the looting in front of tSe store, the Black Panthers had opened up 
the back doors of the store and had carried half the store at.7ay. This was the first 

At 9:35 pm a department store was looted. Earlier 
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time that we realized that everyihing we s&+ on'the suxface was just like the old 
. proverbial iceberg. There is more underneath the+surface than there was at the top." 

.. , . 
.~ 
By 10:Od pm riotous activity started a new upward cresendo. Crowds and groups 

began gathering, missiles were being thrown, and lootings were reported, At 10:38 
pm Code 4 was reinstated. This call unlike in prevzous instances resulted in a mas- 
sive mubilizaCfon of' police personnel, 
Mutual aid agreements vith suburban police forces were activated, 
ments called for the suburban police agencies to patrol various sections of the city 
to free police pezsonnel for riot control. 
disturbance area, although not en masse but in small squads. 
disperse, but this often resulted in a response of bricks, POCICS, &nd bottles, While 
some crowds were estimated to have reached a size of 300 to 400 persons most were 
perceived as being made up of about 30 or 40 individuals. A curfew was not imposed 
but several neighborhood businesses, particularly taverns, were asked, to close. 

attributed to smoldering timbers again catching fire and not to arson. 
depsrtment responded ~ to the blaze and estinguished it without incident. 
reported from rhe buildings in'ishe housing development. 
mounded but no assailant cquLd be found. 
were dispersed and the streets cleared by 2:30 am Saturday. 

The sheriff's department went on standby. 
These latter agree- 

Numerous police units moved into the 
Crowds were asked' to 

The 
~ supermarket, gutted the" ,previous night, again burst into flames. This blaze was 

The fire ~ 

Sniping was 
One police officer was 

Eventually all large and small gatherings 

In the various police meetings with representatives of black groups held ear- 
Lfer Friday night an interesting development took place, 
at The Neighbors headquarters was with members of a black organization called the 
TIGERS. In this meeting, one of the black speakers claimed Chat the disturbance was 
the consequence- of a "power,x irab" between Black Panther groups from outside the com- 
munity, the local Panther chapter, and a local black leader with a following of his 
own. The black groups at: this meeting, setting themselves aside from the otherblack 
groups (with which the police had also been meeting) asked also for police coopera- 
tion in allowing them ( i.e., the TIGERS: -and The Meighbors) try and calm the local 
black population. The police department was requested to resume local patrols but . 
to use a minimum amount: of mailpower and- a maximum nusiber of black police officers. 
A command post would be set up at The Neighbors headquarters. Black representatives 
claimed their interest in this proposal stemmed from a desire to thtqast the Panther 
power play and' to "show the law community that they are big enough to handle" the 
responsibility for calming the population and quelling the diszbrbance. 
officials apparently granted the request. 

One of the meetings held 

Police 

However, Code 4 remained in operatian all day Saturday. At 6:OO pm on Saturday 
night the police fully mobilized again. 
by basis in case the calming efforts ~f the TIGERS and The Neighbors failed. 
ever, the night like the day passed relztively quietly. 
throwing incidents'were reported but mthing of major consequence. 

,. same held true. Fire department operations proceeded quite routinely. Police units 
were again on a standby basis through most of the day, but when nothing happened, 

~ normal operations were resumed 'ab'midnight. 
activities were back to normal. 

Most of the personnel were kept on a stand- 
How- 

On Sunday, the 
A few fire alarms and rock 

On Plonday all police and fire' department 

, I  
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Termination o€ the Disturbance 

I None of the social control personnei contacted Til this study put much emphasis 
on police force or shows-of-force as being instrumental in quelling the disturbance. 
Disorderly activities were seen as quickly escalating with the peak act.ivity level 
reached in the first few hours after unruly actions started. ,'From a higkpoint on 
Thursday, the disturbance reached a plateau throughout .Friday and quickly diplinished 
Saturday and Sunday. Tear gas was not used in the situation, nor was a curfew im- 
posed. Help from othex law enforcement agencies, outside of some taking over rou- 
tine city patrol work, was not necessary. Likewise, while the National Guard was 
alerted, no units were ever mobilized and brought into the city. And despite the 
massive mobilization of police department personnel, street tactics concentrated on 
the use of small police squads making selective rather than mass arrests. 

The use of local black citizens in attmepting to calm the disorders was oE 
paramount importance in this disturbance. 
representatives from black groups and police officials discussed separate and combin- 
ed efforts by area residents to bring calm into the situation. 
sions did not evoke successful efforts. 
hoax, if not a dotirnright cover for iilegal actions, Tqevertheless, the third venture 
was considered a successEu1 meeting. 
ing the area on Saturday. 
nevertheless, they did not move whfle TIGER members went through the community dis- 
couraging violence or any street disorders. 

On at least three different occasions, 

Two of these occa- 
The police oonsidered one such meeting a 

The TIGERS received police cooperation in calm- 
Police units were massively mobilized and on standby; 

.. .: 

Still neither the influence of the TIGERS, nor the threat of potential massive 

Police officials did give high praise to the actions sf the TIGERS but 
police retaliation was explicitly singled out as a major factor in teminating the 
disturbance. 
did not particularly credit.' them with terminating the .disturbance e 
officials drd recogniie the assistance of The Neighbors in allowing personnel and 
equipment to get to the blaze at the supermarket, but made no reference to the assis- 
tance of the black group in ending the disorders. 

Fire department 

Police street tactics throughout the disturbance reflected a "containment*' 
strategy. 
or small groups with selective arrests. The use of police fire-power either in terms 
of using either tear gas or firearms was kept to an absolute minimum. 
tance from local groups was utilized in attempt to prevent the disorders from spread- 
ing, These approaches to riot control worked quite well for this city. 
there was only a "mini-riot,l' activities that at other time3 and places in American 
society would not have merited even consideration of the label of riot. 

Small mobile units of police officers moved to contain disorderly persons 

Local assis- 

At worst 

. .  

Socid Control Perceptions of Black Pazticipants 

The disturbance roles singled out in this community mirrored those named in 
Case Study 1. These were the roles of the agitator, the initiator, and the sustainer 
of the disturbance. Additionally, a role mentioned in Case Study 2, the "real 
people" or the non-disturbance participating black popufzce of the community, was alsc 
alluded by social control personnel, 
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Agitator roles were primarily ascribed to perceived militants, particularly 
One police officer cited the case, members of such groups as the Black Panthers. 

as the police department saw it, of the Panthers pretending to axtempt to calm the 
situation while in back other members of the organization were looting a department: 

, store. Another police official safd, 'We had people fron the Panthers, people from 
other militant groups. , . that were inflaming the young people." Without naming 
a specific group this individual also stated that "there were people that after this 
thing was off the ground, Chat managed to try and keep it going." 
offered a s3milar cormen& to the effect: that the "Black Panthers possibly did.a lot 
to ferment the -disturbance. '' This same official mentioned that his comment was 
purely opinion and that he could not offer any specific evidence to support his view. 
Another mention of agitation was during the early stages of the disturbance when an 
individual was said to have come out from the spectators at the fight scene and to 
have urged violent action. 

A fire official 

IF is of interest to note that the Black Panthers did e receive any mention 
At that time, a grouplcalled the Univers2ty Mouse and a number of specific 

as a trouble-making group in this community when ic was studied a year earlier by 
DBC. 
individuals were named by police department members as the most active agitators and 
troublem&ers in the city, In the 1969 disturbance the University House and some of 
the afore-mentioned individuals were conspicuous by their absence from the agitator 
listing and naming by the police. This may be due, in part? to police officials 
tending to place most militant individuals and groups under the heading of Black 
Panthers, especially since the Panthers had become well known as militants during, 
the course of that year. 
other named individuals were not involved in the later disturbance. It could be 
Chal: they were geographically located in other than the black neighborhoods where 
the disorders took place and thus had less opportunity to participatein~hedisorders. 

fize bombs and participating in other unruly and violent activities. Hention has 
already been made to f2ie police view that the Panthers were "inflaming the young 
people." 
the disturbance, one police officer noted, "There was a great number of young chil- 
dren out there. 
his statement to the effect that the very young ones were merely spectators.) 
pronounced change in the makeup of disorderly groups was noted by this same officer 
on Friday and subsequent days. 
The young ones, the real young weren't there. 
The middle twenties aad some even overo" 

However, it is also possible that the University Bouse and 

The initiator role was thought of as youngsters throwing rocks, bottles, and 

In describing che composition of the groups and crowds participating in 

I mean down to four, five years old." (The officer did qualify 
A 

Ee observed that "the complexion of the crowd changed. 
This was the teenagers and upwards. 

The role of bystanders sewing as a supportive ~ K Q U ~  was r?ot verbalized by any 
of the social control personnel, even though it was observed more than once that 
large numbers of people were In the streets watching what was going on. As did the 
police in Case Study 2, officials tended to characterize Ehe majority of the black 
community as being good, solid citizens. .One police officer highlighted this theme 
by pointing to the sincere efforts he saw by many Local black residents to calm the 
situation. 
responsible . . . The Panthers and Black Muslims have been here for years and they 
just can't get of€ the ground. 
accepted by the black community, '' 

He went on to say "The Negro community in this city is overwhelmingly 

They're just not accepted. Their philosophy is not 
, 
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Ln comparison to case studies, one and tP70 where themes of riot organization 
an6 outside influence were prevalent:, this disturbance was not characterized as 
having either of the two. One police kespondent said the disorder was "definitely 
spontaneous." "I don't think there was anything planned . . 1:am positive there 
wasn't anything planned . . . I-don't think there was any outside agitation other 
than thac from local people. 
people coming from a nearby city and all this kind of nonsense." A fire official 
stated that, ''There was every evidence that the disturbance was spontaneous. '' 
finally a city official indicated that he "didn't feel any outside influence was 
involved in the incident. 

Of course, there were rumors flying all over about 

And 

I 

An interesting theme that emerged from the disturbance was the reevaluation of 
the black leadership in the community. 
came from where it wasn't: expected. 
said they were in control and tbey weren't. 
hot and tense." 
utilizing the "cool it" front. 
who came here to discuss this problem with us. In the past, there was no responsive 
action between the two (the Tanthers and some local organizations) because there was' 
this power (struggle) here and seeing them together kind of concerned me. I asked 

and we Choughr this would be the best way'.'i The police respondent suggested that 
if the disturbance was to bring some sort of black unity, then it: failed. 
split. One group in particular, the TIGEBS,wanted to bring calm to the situation. 
The TIGERS were seen as a potential new, local. black leadershfp group. The Panthers 
were seen as having lost ground because they were thought: to have attempted to extend 
the disorders and had failed in chat attempt. 

A city of€icial stated, "Black leadership 
They 

A police respondent: couched his remarks in terms of a power play 

The? Black Panthers perpetuated a hoax. 
They may have done this to keep&things 

"Interestingly enough to me was the type of people 

one of the leaders what brought them together. 'Well, .we're helping our brothers # 

The groups 

As other studies have indicated and which is also suggested in Case Study 2 of 
this report, the traditional black organizations such as the NAACP and others have 
little influence in disturbance situations. 
the theme that the "NAACP and Urban League didn't exert much influence in this 
situation." 
the excellent rapport: and communication the ciry administration and police depart- 
ment had with such local black groups as the Panthers, Citizen's Forum, NAACP, and 
the Slack Ministerial Association. Following the events of the 1969 disturbance this 
respondent "felt the city administration would have to reorient itself to the black 
leadzrs3ip and (learn) to distinguish the good from the bad,'' 

The city official in this study repeated 

Pa the 1968 DRC study this same respondent spoke in great detail about 

- 
Social Con"to1 Perceptions of Own Organizations 

On the tJhole,.respondenrs from all social control agencies were quite content 
with Che functioning of their organizations during the disturbance period, 
fire department stated that its riot plan, developed in 1968 and motivated by the 
dfsturbanc.ea in MatiLs, Newark, Detriot, etc., worked fairly well. 
problem they had was the communications breakdocan on Thu.rsday evening, 
cials expressed great appreciation for the help they received from The Neighbors in 
pttiog to the superlnarket fire. One fire official stated, "without the assistance 
of The Neighbors the fire departmeat could not 'nave got into the location at all to 

The 

The one major 
Fire offi- 
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fight the fire." 
department thus received, fire olfficials did not verbalize any criticism of the 
police department. 

Despite the communications breakdown and the harassment the fire 

All of our fire officials indicated that there would be ao major changes in 
their organization plan and "none are anticipated," 
"need for reevaluation" of task force logistics. 
panies on a task force plan. 
task force at one central location outside the disturbance perimeter. 'Our fire offi- 
cial indicated that the task force concept is excellent for mammoth disturbances, 
less so for that experienced in the city. 
the need to move much equipment most of which is unnece'ssary at most fires and the 
response is generaxly slow, 

One fire official did feel the 

The procedure combiaes three OT four companies into a 
A Code 4 alarm mobilizes fire com- 

The basic problems with the task force is 

Police officials were also relatively satisfied with their organization. 
police official noted that: the department rlot plan (Code 4) was only eighteen 
months old. Thou& it had been zehearsed on one prior occasion, this disturbance 
was its first field test. 
a " f e ~  bugs in i.r: that need to be ironed out.'' 
well. The second night it functioned extremely wetll." With reference to the corn- 
munications breakdown between the police and €Fare departments, this respondent sug- 
gested the difficulty lay between the field command post near the disturbance area 
and the Emergency Operations Center at police headquarters, The respondent: was very 
emphatic about his warning the fire department about the disturbance situation. 
stated: 
operations center at headquarters, the order not to send any fire units in without: 
police protection and not to have them stand by on the perimeter. 
somebody to them. But sonehow there was a breakdown of communications and the next 
thing, we turn around, (and) here's some (fire) units coming to try to get back to 
the fire we had just sent units away from. These men got the same things the first 
units did, '' that is, rocks, bottles, and ffxe bombs 'chro~n at them. Though this 
official v7as not specific, he suggested that there may have been some criticism of 
police action by fire department officials. He did state, "there was some feellng 
on the firemen's part that we hadn't given our legP7 by which he. meant a failure on 
the part of the police to do their part. 

One 

He suggested that with any new plan there are bound to be 
''Et (the plan) functioned fairly 

He 
"1 gave by telephone, By our call box system, and over the radio to our 

We would get 

A Sire official commencing on the communications breakdown said that "it was 

In appraising the situation, this respondent said: 
his understanding that Eire crews were going to be protected.'' He was as surprised 
as anybody that they were not. 

orders to protect the 5ire department got held up in che morass." 
Apparently the police department: comunication center was swamped. It appears that I?  

As an interesting aside, a police respondent in the 1968 DRC study stated: 
"It's no secret that this city's police comunications are going to be written up 
as beiag one of the finest in the couatry. The Command Post is second to none and 
our plan incorporates all areas." 
civil disturbances, 
occurring elsewhere around the counti-y in eke middle 1960s. 

The city accually had had no prior experience with 
Riot plans had been developed in response to the civil disorders 
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Another facet of police department activity during the disturbance situation 
that received high marks from our respondents, vas the discipline and restraint 
exhibited by the police department. 
nor individual officers "overeac&d." 
used their firearerns. 
was no tear gas used and if you read the commentaries aEd editorials that have been 
written about the police department, the restraint arid perseverence used, it's fan- 
tastic; you won't believe it . . , tt~o thirds of the people izl the community didn't 
know anything had transpLred, '' until order was restored. 

One policeman noted that neither the department 
It ~7as observed tilag "very few of the officers 

?"ne only tine we used our fireams was against snipers. There 

I 

Perhaps the only organizations that came under fire were those of the news 
One police official said, "National newspapers played this to the hilt." media. 

Comments &out focal media sources were on the other hand favorable, 'I. . . It was 
not sensationalized" locally. The city officials offered comments in the same vein, 
not feeling that the event was one of major proportions and thus were "displeased 
with the way the national media played it ups9 though quite complementary of the dis- 
cretion shown by local news agencies. 

News Code 30 was considered a success. Cooperation from local media groups 
was nearly 100 percent. 
endeavor and was criticised for its sction by some respondents. 

One local television ststion did nDt cooperate ~7ith the 

This concludes OUT third case study from the perspectives of the social control. 

In the next and last case, we examine an instance further toward the Ron-dis- 
agencies in a disturbance. 
best. 
turbance end of the continuum t7e talked about in the first part of the report. 

This case, as we have indicated, was a "mini-rioti' at 
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- PART V: CASE STUDY 4 

Description and Background 

Our fourth case study involves a city in the south central section of the 
The central city has a little more than 40 percent of the total United States. 

metropolitan population of more than three quarters of a million. 
the residents of the city are black. 

About a fifth of 

The city is a major maaufacturFng center. The trasportation industry, food 
processing, tobacco manufactures, household appliances, and the production of other 
types of electric machinery underlie the city's economic base. Blue collar workers 
outnumber white collar representatives in the work force in a ratio of about three 
to two. 

Black neighborhoods form an L-shaped block on the east and south sides of the 
city center. 
city was ffrst founded. 
factories and warehouses distributed throughout. 
neLghboring white sections, are badly tun down. 
'prominent. 
by an "area council" which administers anti-poverty funds. 
disturbance took place was labled the Jefferson area, and Is just east of the dowa- 
town center. 

These areas are old, some daring back to the early 1800's when the 
Railroad tracks and freeways slhce through the areas with 

BXack,neighborhoods as well as Some 
Federal ani%-poverty programs are 

The city has divided the "poverty zones" Lnto seven sections each beaded 
The locale in which this 

The disturbance are, like many of the other depressed sections of the city, 
has been the focus of Urban Renewal Programs. 
Renewal projects have exacerbated an already existing housing shortage within the 
city. 
large scale development of new housing facili'rbs nor has there been any systematdc 
plan for relocating persons displaced by the renewal programs. 
time of the disturbance had been to overcrowd greatly existing housing units and to 
intensify tensions m o n g  the poor, black, and displaced in certain parts of the com- 
munity. 

One cfty official noted that the Urban 

Slum dwellings cleared for renewal purposes have not been replaced by any 

The result; at the 

In 1967 the city was (according to terms used by our respondents) swept by a 

Ln part, as we shall see, these earlier outbreaks 
disturDance. In 1968 the city again underwent what was defined as a "minor" 

outbreak of racial host€li.tAes. 
of disorders may have led to a characterization of the incident we studied as belag 
almost Lnsignificant. The 19G8 DRC fleld study, conducted after the two earlier see: 
of disorders, revealec? that inadequate. housing and high unemploynent were vtsualized 
as the major problems wlthin the black neighbsrhoods. 
turbance, most of our respondents indicated that conditions had not changed much from 
pr'evious years. 
administration was busy working on these difficulties. 

At the time of the 1969 dis- 

They qualified their remarks, however, by claiming that the city 

The disturbance area is not characterized by any outstanding feature. 
fact €n undLstinguished neighborhood w€th no boundaries OF real landmarks, criss- 
crossed with busy commercial thoroughfares behind which lay intermixed pockets of 
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lower class whites and blacks. 
centage of poorer people (more than 50 percent) than any other section of the city. 

Census figures indicate that it has a higher per- 

The interviewed city and police officials d&d indicate there had been some 
problems associated with trying to make arrests €.n.the black areas. 
cial described the situaTion in these terms: 
like you get a milling crowd." . . . They (black residents) distrust the police . . 
. . Nothing a police or'ficer does is right. Everything he does is wrong.'' Theres- 
pondent described the difficulties that the police department has faced in develop- 
ing rapport within the black community at great length. 
the note that he "felt things were improving:' 

A police offi- 
"The:'rplnute you make an arrest it seems 

He ended his comments on 

The specific street where the disfurbazzce orginated had been a continual source 
of trouble in the area. 
place where racial groups clashed, with white motorists driving through shouting and 
occasionally shooting without aim at blacks on the street who tended to throw rocks 
or sometime shoot also without aim at the passing cars. The major intersection where 
the trouble started, furthermore, had long been a gathering place for idle youagsters 
in the neighborhood. 

Over a period of several, years it had become known as a 

The Setting Event and Keynottag Behavior 

The disorderly activities that occurred In this city during the time period 
DRC studied in I969 were clearly seen as of a very minor and almost insignificant 
nature. This can be seen In several ways. Neither the social control agencies or 
other city orgznizations in the community FJothet-ed to write up an after-action report 
of the incident. 
incident had difficulty remembering details and tended to either confuse or' mix their 
descriptions of this situation wtth more salient disordersof the previous ~ W G  years. 
Furthermore, street activities roughly similar to the one DRC studied had occurred 
several times In earlier months aird also had been generally defined as of no great 
significance either. 

- 

Social control personnel when interviewed several weeks after the 

On the other hand, the police did activate some phases of their riot plan. 
The incident did have strong racial. overtones. (And in terms of our originally 
intended but not carried oud: multi-dimensional analysis, black respondents in this 
city considered the incident with its ensuing disorders far more serious than did 
the primarily white-manhed social control agencies.) 

There was total zgreement that the setting event was a shooting episode in a 
mixed black-white area. 
A car wlth three adult white males passing a black church fired one shotgun blast 
into the open door of the building, interrupting a worship qervice and slightly 
injuring, apparently by ricochet, a 15 year old boy. (Xt is of interest that most 
police accounts obtained by DRC failed to mentLon thlts injury.) 
notified and came toithe scene Caking a description of the automobile and its occu- 
pants. 
officFal called the arresled persons "whi.ee mi-&f"bntss, the youngest about 30 years 
old." . The apprehended persons ta7ere said @o.have been upset over their arrest since 

As in Case Study 1,. a white attack upon blacks was involved. 

The police were 

Both the car and birs passengers were apprehended within an hour. Clne police 
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they "claimed to be helping the police. '' 
shooeiag, considered a relatively minor offense in the state in which this occurred. 

The suspects were charged with malactous 

Lmediately after the shooting, these attending Che church service as well as 
youngsters on the street, gathered in a group outside of the church. The keynoting 
behavior arose from some of the actions of a fe~7 of these individuals, They milled 
around and refused to disperse when police appeared upon the scene, or re-famed 
in mall groups when they had been dispersed. 
than 30 or 40 persons were involved, mostly youngsters. 
enforceaent groups that agitators Ln any way weze present, or that there W ~ S  any 
organization to the miElfng activity near the church location. 
there appears to have been no rock thrawkng, but Zhis soan started. 

Police estimates were that not more 
There was no cl&m by law 

InitLally at Least 

8 

Chronoloay of Events 

The shooting incident cas reported to the police at about: 7:30 pm and on a 
Stmday evening. Within minutes police were OIL the scene and were faced with the 
milling groups, and eventually rock and bottle throwing by a relatively few individ- 
uals. Reports of this activity quicldy reached 2oZice headquarters as we19 as other 
city agencies, including the mayor's office. Z-lowever, the response was left to the 
police who within an hour activated the first phase 0% their riot plan. Among other 
things, thgs involved cordoning off the area of disturbance to all. but police ve- 
hicles. A number of police cruisers manned by aborrt 20 police officers were also 
dispatched to the scene €or possible rFot control. 
to disperse any collection or gathering of persons in the area, and to stop the very 
sporadic missile throwing. 

Their main function was toattempt 

The disorderly activieies seem to have remained quite localized in cirne and 
space and not to have escalated. 
too hot." 
re-formed an the streets. 
local black residents to come and to try to "get the kids off the corner." 
well knovn black woman, an active me'mber of a neighborhood council, appeared OR the 
street several times and appealed to the youngsters to disperse, a fact which tlhe 
police in their retrospective accounts of the situation did not particularly note. 
This is especially noteworthy because this woman herself became the source OF: a later 
confronatation between the police and some black iesfdents of the neighborhood. 

As one officer noted, the distubance "didn't get 
However, the police were unable-to clear the small groups that constantly 

Assistance was sought and obtained from certah prominent 
Cae very 

Several hours after the LnLtiaE shooting at the church, the police arrested two 
sons of the woman just men'cioned, apparently for Ealling to Leave the street. 
exact details of the ensuing situation are unclear and a matter of dispute. 
mother was called to the scene and, according to the police, got into an altercation 
with the arresting oEFcers and was seen by :hein as at2emptfng to prevent her sons 
from being arrested. She was then arrested herself, initially for iriciting to riot. 
As oPfFczrs were putting her in a police car eo take her tc the station, the vromen 
allegedly became violent, supposedly reaching For tile revoli-ver of the driver. There 
is agreement that she was blackjacked as she sat Ln the police car at that time. ID 
fact, this is confFrmed by a stop at the hospital far minor treatment on the way to 
the police station, where the woman was additionally charged wieh resisting arrest 
and assaulting a policeman. 

The 
The 
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Spectators near Lhe scene who had ga,thered during the altercation were reported 
to have became "irritated" about rhe blackjacking and arrest of the woman. 
not: appear that these spectators numbered more than three or four dozen persons. 
Before the police drove the woloan away, they xeze subjected to some hurling 04 rcjcks 
and bottles. 

It does 

Ijowever, despite tlzis particular episode, calm was eventually restored to the 
area that ntght. 
number being unclear) being nade. 
no other violenl: actioris were undertaken. 
set, and the fire department was never called into action in the disrarba-nee area 
thae night. 

All groups were firrally dispersed with a 2ev7 arrests (the exact 
Aparg: from the sporadic rock and bottle throwhg, 

No looting was reported 2nd nu fires were 

AEter quiet "lis restored and people d€spersed,,the police departmsnt Bepc the 

A line beat: in this city 
area under surveillance with foos: and mobile patrol units. 
ed that the neighborhood was "saturated with line beats." 
is a system of mobil patrols so constructed that police units are continually criss- 
crossing one another's paths. 
with fewer men than does normal patrol operations. 
certain amount of protection for the roving police units by lowering the possibility 
of isolation, entrapment, and attack upon indivtdual cars of officers. Follawing a 
previously planned operation, black police officers made up a Large complement of 
the patrolling law enforcement units, 

One police officer repoyt- 

Such a procedure allows double coverage of an area 
Also, such a system insures a 

The pollce cordon around the area was lifted within several hours; at midnight 
the normal shift changeover was allowed to take place. 
members from the Police Community Relations Divesion were used in the disturbance 
area as reconnaissance teams. 
Relations personnel in Chis way. They "worked in &he area . . .) to * . . observe 
what was going on . . and identify the leaders that were in this thing and to tr- 
and locate what was troubling them." 
officers found anything unusual in the disrurbance area. Local black groups, seem- 
ingly independentz of the police, also worked to calm area. residents. 

Throughout that evening, four 

Gne police official explained the use of the Corrslunity 

There is no indication that these police 

The morning and afternoon of the EolLowing day passed uneventfully. Rowever, 
small groups or' young blacks gathered at different localities in rhe involved neigh- 
borhood. News of the arrest of the suspects 5x1 ghe shooting incident the previous 
night and the weak charg3 of malacious shooting as weiL as the arresa: of the prom- 
inent black woman on much stronger charges of inciting to riot, bad spread throughout 
the black community. 
residents calm. 

Local Slack groups sent members throughout the area to keep 

Towards Honday evening, however, minor disorders again occurred. Cars going 
through the area were stoned, and-a few persons suffered minor abrasions that had to 
be created in the emergency room of one of eke hospitals. 
to have taken place, mostly at street lights, and there were one 
Cocktails and some cherry b m b s  thrown. 

Sone shooting also seems 
tlt~o ~ol.otov 

The prccedures of the previous night were reemployed by the police depzrtment. 
Again a "Line beat" was instituted, znd the neighborhood was cordoned off. Police 
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unFts on patrol again dispersed any gathering groups. A potentially dangerous epi- 
SO<.. occurred when a 15 year old black boy was shot in the area, but the police were 
quickly able to get locai black w5tnesses to identify the assailants as four black 
men when word started to spread that the boy had been shot by white persons. 

No arrests seem to have bee3 made Nonday night in connection with street activ- 
ity, and no one was reported injured. 
and basically characterized the second night as "Eairly quiet." 
minor continuations 0% any unruly activiZies in aily of the black areas in the fol- 
lowing days, as members of local community groups worked to keep the situation calm. 
Two trash fires were set in the area, and Eiremen responding to blazes were stoned 
by spectators with one being slightly injured, but th1s was not perceived as anything 
unusual in Chis neigKDorhood. 
taken place on Friday night, when a vary small cordoning or' the area took place. 
Emergency police acrivfties had been considerably seduced the previous two evenings 
compared with that which took pbaee Sundya and Nonday nights. 

A stattstical breakdotn cf numbers and types ~2 arrests in connection wFth the 
disturbance is hpossible begause the events we are discussing, especially the first 
two nights, were not separated out from the usual arrest activities going on in the 
rest of the city. However, it would not appear that more than a dozen persons or so 
were arrested in connection with the specific event studied. 
some police estimates that the two first evenlngs 02 trouble "involved about 200 
people totally." This is reference to black persons that may have been Fnvolved in 
aceions in the street. 

Police saw no reason to institute a curfew, 
There were only 

The last lion-routine pollce action appears to have 

This is in line with 

Te-minaeion 01 the Disturbance 

The police generally saw the disturbance, such as it was, lasting only two days. 
It cooled 

This was the der'inition of th'e s5tilatfan even though some isolated 
As one police officer noted, "after those two days, nothing happened. 
itself out:.'p 
unruly episodes aad some evergency police activities lasted until Friday, a total of 
five days, 

In general, officials tended to take the view chat there was little to termin- 
ate because there vas litcie that had been started. There had been no need a d  no 
effort necessary to mobilize and to activate other law enforcement agencies other 
than the city police. There was no necessity to call upon military forces s ~ c h  as 
the National Guard. Actual property damage had been minimal, very few had been 
injuzzd, and the police did not have to use their weapons. 
prior disorders of 1967 and 1968, this vas a very minor incident, quite simllar to 
several others which-had already been experienced in the earlier months of 1369. 
many ways, this tfas a riot that aever materialized. 

Thus, compared with the 

In 

Considerable attention was called to the action of local black residents In 
helping to prevent a potentially explosive situatlon Cram getting out of hand. 
one city official suggeseed that ihe local residents as we11 as the Human Relations 
&ommission may have played an important part in preventing escalation. 
commission members "worked night and day to keep everything coo?.. That is, F Chink 
the underlying reason . , . that we haven't had anT/more trouble thanwe had." 

Th~s, 

He noted that 
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A police official voiced the same theme of local involvement in minimizing the 
disturbance. We noted that "we got: Some peopLe ia the area councils, ve have some 
nelghllors, a d  P'mean, people In every neFghboriood that are working hard and when 
something happens they try and keep it: do~n.'? 12 this and other remarks, the impres- 
sion conveyed i5;3s more or" prevention of escalation rather than termination or' a dis- 
turbance. This was even voiced Ln the remark of the offictal who said "the reason 
thati* the initial event "did noil escalate v7as Zhe fast action of the police using the 
particular program," $hzlt: Is, the first phase oE the riot plan. 

Due to the perceived rather minor nature of this disturbance, iC is diEficult 
Tfre disturbance to look at police tactics and determine their underlying strategy. 

area was cordoned off: and police officers were used sonevihat aggressively to d5.s- 
perse aEy groups "Lac mighc be gathering. 
inclined to view police tactics as emp'nasfzbg a relative show-oE-force strazegy. 

In view of these actions one mlghts be 

But several. ~ h i ~ g s  argue against that poia~ of view. 
orders in the community, a show of force was seen as Important in eventually quelling 
fhe disturbance. Thus, one of the DRC studies sEct.Jec2 that "the quick strorzg show-of- 
€ ~ r c e ' ~  was viewed as a major factor "sin cbntai-ning the magnitude of the riot-,Ir that 
is, the 1967 disturbance, Police officials did not advance this view in the dis- 
orders of '1969, 
to local residents and groups working at: pzeventixxg an escalation or" both the initial. 
shooting episode and the ,arrest of the prominent black woman. 
mally part of a containment serategy. 
putting police oEficers visibly in the streets, did not involve either massive arrests 
or the actual or threatened use of firearms. 

Zn earlier civil dfs- 

Furthermore, as we have noted, officials gave considerable credit 

Such activity 3,s nor- 
Finally, the actual police tacthcs used while 

Social Control Perceptions of Black Participants 

The social control officials h"Lrviewed in this particular case, did not pre- 
sent: a full. cypology of riot roles as ~7e found en the Erst three case studfes. 
is hardly surprising since in many respects the unruly activi"ces that happened ~7ere 
no2 considered a real riot or major discurbance. 
were couched in terms oE the black community as a whole rather than specific roles 
in ehe limited unruly activLeies a Sew hours durhg two evenings. 

This 

~ Thus, many remarks and comments 

Initiator or sustainer roles were not mentior_ed or implied at: all. Potential 

They're lookkng 
participants were simply seen as being available. 
thLs one mob OF small percenCaage that Ls onLy loolting for trouble. 
for anything at all to give them a reason to do whiz they plan to do anyway. 
rhey're waiting for is a triggericg event. 
otheq haad, there were some observations made &cut agitator roles and the '*good 

As one police officer ssid, "it's 

So, a11 
Then they're going to do it." On Che 

people" 02 the black commu~lr,y. - 
One police officer touched on a number oE these dimensions in his description 

oE participanrs and those involved in the disorders. One focus was on the ag'itation 
activity of certain ministers. I Some of the black ministers this officer sa%d "cause 
more trouble than ehey keep dorm, because they want to. 
reference being to black militants as well as ochers. 
change that attitude. i i  

T3eyFre for everyone," the 
.. "And they're going io have to 
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Another dimenslon noted ~7as black home life and self-conceptions. "This is 
what is against us. 
wil1 be. 
hell, I don't want to go. 
arrd nobody pays him a damn big attention . a . %-e only person that he ever sees, 
that ever restricts him at all is the policeman." 

The home ain't worth a d a m ,  probably never has been, never 
The old man and woman say 'You go to church' fbut-che youngster says) 'Well, 

Dad and morn don't go to church.' The kid goes to church 

A third dimensio2 mentioned was weapons even Chough there was only unverified 
use of them in thls partLcular disturbance. 'lA lot of weaporp are now" rzvailable <I 

to people in the streees. 
run around with little cheap pistols that cost $10 to $15, maybe Less. 
that much. 

"You understand that young people almost all young people 
Not worth 

And they all have them." 

The role of the tigood'$ people in the community was described by one police 
official in this way. 7'And then you've the good colored people; 95 percent or 98 
percent, 1 guess, are just as Law abidisg as anyone else." This respondent also 
said it was his observation that most: of the black community was slowly developing 
good relations with the Police Zowaunity gelations DLvisioo. 
that only "good" people could do this. 

Implied was the notion 

It is interesting to note that no specific black militant groups were named as 
The general characterization instead of the more bzing involved in the disturbance. 

active elements In the disorders was one of "loud-mouthed youths that just want 
trmble." In the 1968 DRC study all organizational respondents interviewed consid- 
ered the state of race relations within the city to be fairly good and steadily im- 
proving. Only one official listed any troublesome groups. Paramount in this list 
were the Black Unity League, Students for a aemocratic Society, and the Black Stu- 
dent Union. 
the city. Heedless to say, none or' these organlzathons ~7ere ascribed any importance 
in the initiation of the dlstuxbance either one of the two evenings. In fact, there 
was no tendency to attribute any plaming or organization behind the disorders that 
occurred e 

. 

At that time he didn't feel a local Black Panther chapter existed in 

Social Control Perceptions of Gsrn Organizations 

Fire department personnel and "Le Hational. Guard were not involved in any way 
As to the police, they had Eew observarions about the actfons 

TbFs might have bees anticipated from the low saliency 
in this disturbance. 
of thetr own organizations. 
am3 reiative unimportance attached EO die activities we have examined as a distur- 
bai2ce in this city. By lack of 
comment, if: can be supposed that It was felt that a reasonable good job was d o x .  
One city official did o Z e r  some explicit praise of the police as well as the local 
citizens. Be observed that :::.Jetre knocking OUT brains out trying t~ establishgood 
relationships between everybody, 
they've done a fantastic job, quite frankly." 

Certainly, no one offered aay type of criticism. 

All the citizeis and the police. And I think they ." 

This concludes OUT fourth case shdy. Ue nov t m n  to some observations aild 
cornnentscutting across the four disturbances we have described. 



PLmT VI : SOME GENZRALIZATIONS 

In this last pert of the report ve pull toget3er S Q ~ S  cocllllorr aspects in our 
four case studies, using the descriptive details noted in the previous parts as well 
as the other data available. Essentially we try to set forth some generalizations 
about organizational perceptions in civil disturbances, which hopefully might have 
some .applicability in'other shilar emergency situations, or at least would appear 
worth testing in crises elses.Jhere. Our basic theme is that social conkrol organiza- 
tions have certain perceptions of the situation, a prime one being that: disturbances 
w e  to be explained by the involvement of certain kinds of people, "bad elenents" 
in the black community. In this respect, this study lends support to the notion that: 
in part socia> control personnel operate t7ith a "riff-raff theory'' of riots. The 
importance of this is not the validity of the view, which 2s highly doubtful, but 
the fact that this is a major perception guiding the activities of these kinds of 
social organizations, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

5. 

Our dara suggest that social control organizations: 

View disturbances as resulting from specific events rather than a process or 
sequential series of happcniqp; J 

Define these specific events as being the results of individual actions rather 
than as the consequences of social conditions; 

c 1  See these individual actions as relatively unorganized and unplanned; 

Perceive the disturbances as stewing from the involvement of certain types of 
persons; and 

disualize themselves as bLameless for the disturbances a 

In what follows we try to present the social control organization point of 
view. 
and conclude with some brief suggestions about &at might underlie the organizat Fond 
perspective. 

We fciI.10~ each presentation with an analysis about the perception involved, 

1. Social control agencies tecd to vXew disturbances as emanating from one 
event rather than a process or series of sequential. happentngs. 

HOW do social control agenchs perceive what is ''responsible" for disturbanees? 

Thus, in the first case study, the shooting and death of a Slack male; in 
In general, the tendency is to see one event as responsible, or as a "precipitating 

the third case study, the attempted arrest of an "agitator" after police intervened 
in a fight; and in Case Study 4, the sEooting into the doorway of a church, were all 
seen as the precipitant of the crowd emergence. 

For analytical puqoses we divided the "precipitating event" into the "set- 
ting event" and "keynoting behaviors. '' 
triggering the distxbance in Case Studies l ail6 4 fell ineo our classification of 

The action stressed by our respondents as 
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a setting" event. That is, such actions do riot in themselves necessarily bring forth 
a crowd and hence riotous behavior, Somethbng more is needed -- keynoting behaviors 
which present some types of positive suggestions for the development of subsequent 
actions. 

Social control agencies are usually brought into action by some specific event, 
of: happening. There is a tendency to let that happening doininate the initial actions 
that are undertaken and to overlook the possible dynasics of the situation. Thus, 
in OUT first case study, the police viewed the disorders as an outburst that vas a 
product of the shcotingoz setting event, and generally ignored such keynoting behav- 
iors as persons calling for action on the part of the group that had gathered. In 
Case SZuudy 4 focus was on the shooting into the church, and far less on the activi- 
ties' associated with the arresi: of the black Woman attempting to prevent her rrwo 
sons from being taken into custody. 

Intergstingly, the police riot plans of the two cities involved did emphasize 
the importance of locating, isolating, and arresting disturbance leaders. But; this 
prescription was not carefully headed, at least in the early stages. 
the keynoting process to prevent the development of riotous behavior was recognized 
in organizational plans, but not in the actual operations of social control agents. 

Limitation of 

Some of the reason5 for such a limited focus seem clear enough. Situations 
which later develop into disturbances are often initially responded to by small 
numbers of social control agents. Also, in many cases the actual setting event, 
such as a shooting, requires Chc attention of the responding officers to specific 
detalls such as the collection of evidence, the identification of wttnesses, etc. 
Thus, there is a gereral lack of attention to possible keynoters or keynoting behav- 
ior. Furthemore, the very action of ghe police toward a keynoter, as Case Study 3 
suggests, may act as the focus which will help to crystalize the crowd. Edeverthe- 
less, the restricted focus on ehe specific event thich mobilizes them, tends tolead 
police to overlook the dynamics of the situation in which they are operating. In 
the vast majority of casesinwhich the police no-mally act, it is probably true that 
the mobilizer of: action (e.g.,a murder, a traffic violation, etc.) is unlikely to' 
keep developing, but this is not so in potential disturbance situatioas. 

2 Social control agencies CZnd Eo vieo? disturba~~e-generating events as 
being the results afindiv.ldual. actions rather thaa as rhe consequences of social 
conditions. 

SocTaZ control personnel t7ere nofr. una57are of zither the poor living conditions 
or the grievances Seing expressed about them within the black communities, especially 
the ghetto areas. 
spread unemployment, inadequate housing, insufficient recreational facilities, poor 
educational opportunities, and insufficient channels of communications with city 
agencies. ahat blacks voiced complaints about these and related matters ~7as also 
readily admitted. 

ResporLdent after respondent alluded to such conditions as wide- 

Boi%Jever, while social control personnel acknowledged the existence of the 
aSorernentioned conditions and5 associated voicing of grievances, there was 8 tendency 
to downplay tbrir importance, especially as being significant factors in the outbreak 
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of the disturbances. 
in generating the disturbances. m a r  is, disturbances were seen primarily as the 

tion, neither current conditions within the black community nor their historical 
antecedents were viewed as inportant contributing factors in ehe rioting. 
least ~ W O  instances, Case Studies 1 and 3 , some respondents bpenly scof,Ced at the 
idea. In the first case, where no cfvil rights issues were formally raised, the 
disturbances was viewed as being without historical meaning or in Gary Narx's phrase 
as F'issuelessgl (1970). in Case Study 3 a police respondent characterized the rheto- 
ric of black youths about "300 years of oppression" as %tt,er nonsense." 

In essence what we fiild being argued is not that social conditions occasion 
riots, but that people do, by choice. 
findings fiith reference to police attitudes towards the causes of civil disorders 
(1968: 119). This is a point of view dzfferent from, for example, that: expressed 
in the Kerner Beport (1968). In that analysis, stress was given to the centuries of 
neglect and discrimination by whites against blacks and to the general and. inade' 
quate response, both publicly and privately, to problems wlthin the Slack community, 
be it housing, education, unemployment or whatever. 
has tended to support these notions, while in addition suggesting other variables as 
involved in the disturbances such as the close contact of people, rumor, milling, 
emergent norms, and the convergence of large numbers of people at a setting event, 
to mention just a few (e.g.,Hundley, 1969). 

The dominant tendency was towards personalizing the conditions 

. product of malcontent, scbversive, or trouble-making individuals. In this percep- 
, 

Sn at 

Such a conception is consistent with Groves' 

Research by social scientists 

Whae academicians or investigative conmiittees suggest as the "causes" of civil 
disturbances versus what social control agenes a d  organizations perceive may be a 
moot point for some purposes, 
"situations defined as real are real insofar as their Consequences are concerned." 
It is patently clear that to the extent that civil disturbances are seen as theresult 
of the activities of individ-sal participants, corispiraey , and emanating from one 
father than from a series of happenings or cut of the background of the black com- 
munity history and conditions, then social control tactics will, in part, mirror this 
viecr.. 
case studies partially bears out this thesis. In each of the previous cases there is 
a relationship between the social control strategy used and the social control agency 
perceptlon of the disturbances. For example, in the first case study, the site of 
the most intense aisturbance, the control strategy used was definitely that of a 
show-of-force. This case also illustrates the harshest: definition of the riot and 
rioters. there was personal blame rhetoric about "subversives" and "revolu- 
ti.Gnarie5," Conspiracy themes, rwor's (checked out consistently by the police) of 
militants coming to town to keep 'things in turmoil, the definition of the disturbance 
as a meaningless one, and the seeing of it as blossoming from the shooting event and 
not with preferencia1 police treatment of the assailant as blacks charged. In Case 
Study 3, OP, the other hand, the contaiment: strategy used mirrored a more moderate 
perceptictn of the riot participants. Bere, themes of conspiracy were far less common, 
personalization of blame occurred but in more moderate tones (e.g.,agitzEors, mtf- 
itants), and the initiation of the riot was seen as something in which police officers 
had a part. 

To use r;n overworked social psychological proposition, - 

The analysis of social cootacd tactics and strategy tn each of the preceeding 

Thus 

Nevertheless, in thFs and the other cases also, conditions within the black 
neighborhoods  ere overlooked as causative factors in the disturbances. This is 



understandable Ear the police as other groups in American society (including social 
scienttsts) tend to explain social behavior in terns of Yne makeup-of iadividuals. 
Answers for social. problems especially are sought not in the social structure but 
within the partgcipants in the system: 
the general question asked. 
thfs general American view oE the world and reality. 

is to blame, not: what is responsible is 
The police in looklng at civil disturbances reflect 

3. Social control agencies tend to see individual actions in discurbances as 
beirrg relatfvely unorganized and unplanned 

Superficially, it might appear that social control personnel sac7 a degree of 
This theme was certainly voiced by planning and organizatim in the disturbances. 

some of our respondents in the first three case studies. 
was visualized in some fnstances wi.&h organized eleaents seen as being involved from 
the very onset of the process. 
where certain black groups were said to have met: over a three-week pesiod to agitate 
the black c o m u ~ i t y  over a black-white altercation incident. In ~ W G  of the other 
case studies, some social control personnel saw organization emerging after the dis- 
order had already appeared. That is, certain groups were seen as working gt some 
I 1  semblance of organization'' and "there were people that after this thing Li.e., the 
clisoAzx/ 'CJBS off the ground, that managed to try and keep it going." 

Pre-planning for a riot 

This view particularly prevailed in Case Study 2 

Hot>~ever, it is important: to note that the idea of pre-planning or organization 
of the disturbances. was not one that prevailed across-the-board, While this point 
of viet? was expressed it was frequently denied or not supported in the remarks and 
observations of other officials in the same social control agencies. 
saw nation-wide conspiracy, and usually couched such statements in highly dramatic 
terms, most respondents simply did not see the actions of riot participants, which 
were tnterpreted as individual rather than collective actioas, as something that 
was the result of organized criininal conspiracy. 

While soae even 

The denid of any organization or planning in the disturbances was even more 
strongly expressed by hrgher officials in rhe social confro1 agencies, and also 
particularly 3y specialized personnel, such as members of police intelligence units. 
Many such respondents openly scoffed at reports of organization and planning. 
sften noted that they had heazd rumors about: "outside agitators" corning into the local 
comuni&y and fzequently checked on these kinds of stories, but seldom found they 
had any validity whatsoever. Case Study 1 neatly illustrates our general point here 
in that the highest Officials, members of the intelligence squad, and the official 
rcp*:re a72 explicit by dcn6ed ar?y organization or planaing in the disturbances where- 
as some iadividual Liae officers in interviews claimed just the opposite. 

They 

At the agency 09: organizatiocal level, it is even clearer that little validity 
was gfve~l to notions of planni~g of the disorders. 
secdied on the whole were not receptive ta such a perception of the situation. They 
had reached the same conclusion as had the Rerner report: that "the Comission has 

The sccial control agencies we 
~ 

found no evidence that all or any of the disorders 0; the incidents that led to them 
were p1enned OF directed by aily organization or groupp international, national or 
165c21" (9.958: 282) 
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There were times during and after the disturbances when some of the social con- 

Rotaever, such remarks about planning and organ- 
trol agencies did issue statements through representatives that Sounded as if con- 
spiracy notions vere being supported. 
izztion of disorders seemed almost ritualistic statements of a public relations 
nature voiced from the consumption of the organization's asswed audience rather 
than because agency officials voicing them believed them to be true. 

In fact, this observatiog nay be an indicator of what is invo'lved in this seem- 
ing discrepency between indzvidual and group perceptions of the situation, and \That 
was sometimes expressed for public consumptidn. It has been suggested with regard 
to other social phenomena that there sometimes exists a general belief about a sit- 
uation which, however, participants disavm as applying to themsleves. For example, 
tkere is a widespreati belief ghat college and university students find higher educa- 
tion impersonal, uninteresting, non-relevant, etc. but surveys indicate that while 
most students believe thae this is true in general, they do nof: apply the observation 
to their own personal educational experiences thich they find satisfying and reward- 
ing. [At a different level, studies show that Americans believe life in recent years . 
has become 'ciorse, more problemzCical ead difficult, but that they themselves do not 
have many individual eomplaints and that they arid their families are doing relatively 
well.) Similarly, many social control personnel project a widespread belief about 
conspiratorial planning in disturbances, although themselves not personally holding 
such a view. Thus, when faced with the need for a public explanation, some social 
control personne1,rather than indicating; what ap?ears to be a very deviant position, 
make statements along expected lines which it is thought might be applicable else- 
tfiere anywq7 (the attribution of the source of trouble to "outside agitators" is a 
particularly good rhetorical stance t~hich allotas public support or' the general 
belief while at the same time allowing the local situation to be perceived as an 
exception). 

4. Social control agencies tend to perceive disturbances as steming from 
the involvement of certain types of persons. 

There is a strong tendency on the part of social control personnel to label or 
typologize participants in civil disturbances. The types specified, their number, 
and their degree of explication differed in each o€ our case studies. P?evertheless, 
a b m t  six basic riot-related roles tend to be identified. As might be expected fron 
a caman sense typology, the categories are nelther autualfy exclusive nor based on 
a single principle of differentiation. The labels applied are our OVJZI. 

(1) The anitarolr role was most clearly dlstinguished in all of the foar czse 
studies uteh its conteat being most consistently and conclsely defined. 
it was applied to young =ales using affectively charged exhortations to direct violent 
aczions. 
of disturbacces and t.7ere not perceive6 as taking direct actions themselves. 

Essentially 

Such persons were seen as operating primarily before the actual emcrgezce 

(2) The enactor role vas also clearly distinguished in all four ease stildies. 
It was generally attributed to mostly p're-teen and teen aged youngsters W ~ O  were seen 
as "fertile ground for the agitators." 
sisting of roaming the s'ireets in snall groups, hurling missles and verbal assaults 
at social control personnel, and engaging in firebombing, looting, and destroying 
property. 

Their activities were primarily seen as con- 
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(3) The sustainer role was not as clearly delineated as the two previous roles 
but seemed generally to m f e r  to persons who when a disturbance was underway, attempt- 
ed to keep it going. A variety of motives were attributed for such behavior, rang- 
ing fro= personal to ideological reasons, No particular age OK sex category vas 
singled out as engaging in this sole. 

(4) The supportive rcLe was seen as being played by persons who provlded either 
The behavior is viewed. explicit or implicit support for the developing distxurbance. 

as essentially of a passive natwe, alnost that of a bystander at the scene but never- 
theless encouraginz agitators, enactors, and susta5ners just by their very presence. 
Females were generally perceived as filling this role more than males with all ages 
being possibly involved but with a predominance of middle-aged persons or older. 

(5) The non-participant role has reference, of course, primarily to the non- 
involved local Slack papulation. 
black ghetto residents. 
seeming support (even of a passive nature) of the more active participants in dis- 
orders. 

They are seen as consisting the vast: bulk of local 
Their actions in %he disturbances consist of avoiding any 

(6) Finally there is the counterrioter role. T'nis is perceived as individuals 
actively working to prevent a disturbance, or if one has started, attempting to bring 
it to a halt, Altruistic as well as opportunistic motives are attributed to counter- 
rioters. 
tions, dthough in some cases young, local 'Slack males are perceived as playing the 

They are most often seen as representatives of traditional Negro organiza- 

role. 

Perhaps equally as important as the use of a typology is that the social con- 

SociaL control personnel besides not 
trol agencies implicity attributed Ehe emergence and development of disturbances 
partly to the interplay of the varying roles. 
viewing black persons in their cornmities as an undifferentiated mass, also per- 
ceived some pattern of riot dynamics. This is nor unexpected. It has long been 
noted that undifferentiated perceptlsns are characteristics of groups with little 
contact ~7lth one another whereas social conixol agencies and ghetto area interactions 
are extensive and intensive. 
of drmatic events. Faced with disturbances, it is hardly surprising that social 
control agencies attempt: to accowt for them in sone say a d  draw elements of the 
explanation from the social class, occupational and subcultural. backgrounds of their 
organizational members. 

Fucthermore, of necessi-tg there Its a "popular 

The implicit riot dynamics model involved In social control agency perceptions 
of disturbances appeacs to be somewhat as follows. 
concrete teras. 
(c.g., a shooting) to which in retrospect it can chronologically be linked. 
event itself is seen as primarily involving people. 
rather than the ground stands out. 
are seen as crucial in what may develop. 
with ?tie situation in the initial stages clearly argues against any collective plan- 
ning or' the event. Nore important, social control agency personnel do nor perceive 
an undifferentiated mass of people responding to the evene. 
persons <i.e.9 the agitators) trying t~ initiate disorderly actions, others (i.e.,the 
BERT,,~O_~S) w'llling to carry out advocated actions, still others {i.e., the sustainers) 
ranting ta. continue any ongoing disorders, with still more (i. .e., the supporters) 

The world is seen Ln relatively 
Thus, a disturbance is directly associated with a specific event 

In Gestalt terms, the figure 
The 

Thus, the people involved in the in€tial event 
Tke confusion and uncertainty associated 

Rather they see some 



~75lfhg to encourage in a passive way any developing d5sturbance. 
most theoretically potential. recrudts stay away as much as possible from the event 
and there are even a few ( %+ec, the counterrioters) W ~ O  actively oppose illegal 
activities. 

On the other hand, 

Disturbances occur when certain kinds of people (i.e., those playing the €irst: 
four social roles mentioned) ge2 mare heavily involved f.n the situetion than certain 
other kinds of people ( i.e., those playing the lase two roles listed >. 
social control agencies see the source of disturbances in the participants themselves, 
as to a extenl: they also see the absence of disorders stemming from the personal 
characteristics of ghetto resideilts. 
capturing the basic perceptual idea involved, disturbances ate seen as occurring when 
the %e.Z guys" dominage the situation rather than the "good guys." 

In essence, 

Rather oversimpliEied and overstated but still 

5. Social control. agencies tend to visualize tlrernselves as blameless for 
disturbances. 

Social control agencies do assign responsibility or blame for disorders or 
riots. But as jus?: indicated it is placed cn other than theis: own organizations or 
personnel. 
from the police attempt to arrest someone defined as an **agitator," our respondencs 
saw '*trouble makers" and black miliPants as the major source of the initiation of the 
disturbance. But as one official said "the militants didn't get the participation 
of the real black community," 
in all of our four case studies, that insofar as the black community was concerned 
95-98 percent are jtis*L as law abidinz as anyone else. " ~n general, there is a strong 
tendency t 0  assign responsibility or blame ~ Q P  the disturbances on a relative handful 
of "agitators" afcng q7ith sornerilhat larger numbers of "enactors, " "sustainers 'I and 
'isupporters." 
gests a similar theme. 
ably in their ascription of responsibility for the problems they face, Jnormal police 
work as well as in civil disurders) nost tended to see disorders as a kesult essentially 
of lawless, negligent, belligerent, and criminal upsksing of some eleaents of the 
Negro community" (1968: 110). 

Thus, even in Case Study 3 where the disturbance was seen as resulting 

12 should be noted that it was consistently stressed 

Groves and his coliegues in their study of police in the ghetto sug- 
Ne notes that "while individual policemen differed consider- 

This point of vtew is essentially consistem with what has been called the 
"riff-raff theory of riot particlpCion." 
the following terns: 

Fogelson and Hill aptly summarize it in 

Ar: the core of this theory are three distinct, though closely related 
themes. 
tion actively participated in the riots. Second, that the rioters, far 
fro3 being representative of the Negro community, pere principally the 
riff-2aff -- %he unattached, juvenile, unskilled, unemployed, uprooted, 
criminal -- and outside agitators. 
that outside agitators, especially Iefr-wing radicals and black national- 
ists, incited the riff-raff and thereby provoked the ri~ting, And third, 
that the overwhelming majority of the Mezzo population -- the law abiding 

First, that O R P ~  an Pnfinitesbnal fraction of the black POpQlZ- 

Indeed, many public figures have insisted 
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and respectable 98 or 99 percent who did not Join in the rioting =- 
unequivocally opposed and deplored the riots (196& 222). J 

Drabek and Quarantelxi (1967) in a study of three disasters in American society 
iildicate that there is a tendency to seek the cause of a non-natural disastrousevent 
in a* rather than a what. This process is no less true in civil disturbances as 
mass media accounts, official police reports, and the records of post-disturbance 
investigative commissions and groups will readily testify. The major difference in 
their treatment of the issue is the matter of who is to blame, that is, social con- 
trol agengs or their opposition, be it: $lacks, students, or whatever. 

*. 

Social science research into civil disturbances often ueilizes a synthesis 
approach; that is, draws on material-from all sides and attempts to construct a 
dispassionate one "true" account. 
scapegoating process found in the accounts of participants or organizations close to 
the disturbance. 
tend to discount the possi3I.e slgni,ficance of the fact that contending groups in 
dkturbances do blame one another, a d ,  perhaps more important, obscure the fact that 
organizatiws act OR the basis of their perception, although other factors are also 

The result is to move away even further from the 

There are many advantages to the synthesis approach but it does 

% operative in determiniEg group actions. 

Anyway that one analyzes civil disorders, events of this nature are a form of 
conflict, if not physically by opposlng combatants, then. at least normatively through 
challenges to the existing order of things. Even the most mundane or ideologically 
pure form of disorder (e.g;., the hooliganism thaZ often accompanies victory celebra- 
tions after winning the "big game") almost always engenders some form of con€ronta- 
tion between social control agents and the active participants. 
disorders engender some type of confrontation, we would suggest that they, in large 
part, spring from this confrontation. Janovitz (1968: 10-17) in a brief historical 
review of American racial disturbances since World War I, has indicated a trafisition 
in their basic pattern. 
tested aea" riots and basically involve a form of ecological ,warfare between white 
and black areas. The combatants were generally white and black civilians. Post 
WorW War SI riots are termed 1 7 ~ ~ m o d i t y i '  riots. That is they involve the destruc- 
tion and looting of property anti retail establisbrnents { See also Dynes and Quaran- 
telli, 1970). Conbatants in these cases are blacks and forces of social control, 
i.e., police, National Guard, and fire departments that overwhelmingly ace white- 
manned. 

Not only do civil 

Pre-bJorld War 1.1 disorders are termed "comunal" or "con- 

Ire our four studies, the domizant perception among our social control agencies 
was that some part of the black cornunity wa3 85 fault with regard to the distur- 
bances. To use an analogy which was implied in many remarks and observations, the 
disturSances were often viewed 2s if they were a mass "mugging." On the one hand, 
there are the ''forces of evil, '* the "subversives '' the "hale-brained people" and 
those relaEfvely small segments of the 
the tiatlng for a variety of reasons. 

Slack co~.n11tn2ity which initiate and support 
On tha other hand, there are hapless 

* 
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,? 

and innocent bystanders, the passing motorists, hlamele,ss businessmen and merchants, 
and so on who are violated and actacked by "riEZ-raff" elements, unless or until 
social control agencies step in to curtail then. 

Viewed this way, it is ucderstandable ~ h y  social control agencies disavow any 
responsibility for disturbances. From their point of view, far from being a pos- 
sible source of disorders, they are the group who are trying to prevent them. In 
many ~ J ~ Y S  social control personnel transzer their view of fighting individual every- 
day crimes on ta the unusual collective actions or' racial disturbances. As we have 
already pointed out, perceptions of reality sre often mirrored in related actions, 
The ncminalistic view of the distur4ances presented by our respondents finds its 
action corollary in the tactics and strategies of social. control agencies. Be it: 
a showof-force or contairmsnt strategy, the basic orientation is the same, the 
removal of "deviant" individuals from the disturbance scene- thereby preventing or 
quashing %%e development of disturbances. This tends to be the view taken with 
respect to ordinary crime. 
parallel fashion. 

Even massive civil disturbances are perceived in a 

In some respects the results of this study are not unexpected. 
finding thzt social control agencies perceive certain numerically small "bad ele- 
ments" in the black comunity as responsible for the disturbance is iF- line with 
the frequently expressed "riff-raff" riot theory attributed to law enforcement 
organizations in American cities. Others of our findings, such as that social con- 
trol organizations see disorders as being unorganized and unplanned, are not con- 
sistent with other also widely expressed views how the police, for example, tend 
to view mass racial disturbances. 
was that- we obtained some data on a group seldom directly studied and that we did 
it from their perspective, a seldom used research stance. If, as we indicated 
earlier, a synthesis approach to disturbances, crowds, and other kinds of collective 
behavior is on questionablemethodological~rounds, a whole series of studies using 
the multiple perspectives of all parties ini.olved are badly needed. This report 
is an attempt at a very tiny step in %hat direction. 

The major 

But perhap more important: than specific findings 
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FOOTNOTES 

I e Throughout this report the tema "civil disorder," "civil disturbance," and riot, 
are used rather interchangeably, 
ceptual problems involved in these labels. 
ical connotations, as Grimshaw (1968) notes, that are attached to these terms, 
particularly as involves the etiology of the phenomena. 

In dolng so we intentionally ignore some con- 
Our intent is to avoid the ideolog- 

2. We use the term composite recognizing that the organizational perspective contains 
elements contributed by each of its members in addition to those factors resulting 
from the collective process in Frself. 

3. Part of this mare general study is reported in Dynes and Quarantelfi, (1973). 

4. The inclusion of fire departments in the social control category is based 
primarily on the close working relationships that almost always exist between 
police and fire departments during riot situations, as well as the fact that 
fire departments are responsible to the governmental control of their respective 
city administrations. I 

5. The incidents included: (1) rock and botele throwing directed at a church, YMCA, 
and motorists one month prior to the riot; (2) three veeks before the disturbance, 
three police officers near a neighborhood roller rink were the target of an 
attempted f&e bombing; (3) four days after the ffre .bombing of the police officers 
anotherfire.bombing was reported in the same vacinity; (4) three days before the 
disorder, black youths aged twelve to fourteen congregated at the skating rink 
and pelted police officers and passing motorists with rocks and bottles. 

6, The names of the cities, identifiable officials and local groups have either 
been changed or left out In the descriptive accounts so as to mainrain anonymity. 
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